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We like to keep the good going® and are  
committed to leaving a positive, lasting impact.

1,000+
exclusive products

1,800+
KG Factor products

exact
quantity shipments

800+
products made, printed, 
or assembled in the USA

Keep It. Give It.
social impact and  

sustainability commitment

75%
of new products have a

proven sustainability stance

industry-leading
product safety, social responsibility,

and compliance standards

free samples
up to $10

kooziegroup.com
information @ your fingertips & expert 

content to help you be successful

20+
brands you love

why partner with us?
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quick & easy
Place orders on kooziegroup.com
in as little as 60 seconds!

Inventory check 
Easily find products with high inventory with one click!
Use the High Stock button on our website’s homepage. 

Timing is everything
Shop by production times to find only products that fit your 
customer’s timeline.

Payment center
Easily pay online and see all your 
open invoices, orders, credit memos, 
and unapplied cash. You can also 
pay invoices as a Guest.

Call back assist
Take advantage of this convenient
option for customer service. No
waiting on hold — we’ll call you back!

Keep track
Our Koozie Group Tracker makes it
even easier to have real-time order
visibility every step of the way!
Just click the link in your order
acknowledgment email to follow
your order through the entire 
process.

We’ve got standards
Koozie Group proudly supports
PromoStandards! With
PromoStandards you can exchange 
data quickly and easily with us 
to minimize transactional errors 
and free up time for you to build 
customer relationships and close 
more sales. 

Linking to us via PromoStandards 
gives you access to:
     •  Order status
     •  Inventory
     •  Product media
     •  Product data
     •  Invoicing
     •  Order shipment notification
     •  Product Pricing and configuration
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The Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) and the 

Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI®) are organizations 

that manage forest certification schemes focused on 

sustainable forestry practices. Koozie Group became 

certified to both standards in August 2021.

Our collection of 
FSC®- & SFI®-certified 
products continues to 
expand.

500+ items &

growing!
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Recycled Materials: A Glossary
Post-Consumer Recycled Paper 
This material gives new life to a note, 
newspaper, or piece of homework that an 
eco-conscious someone tossed into their 
recycling bin.

RPET
PET is the most common type of resin and is 
used in containers that hold anything from 
water to shampoo to peanut butter. This 
discarded packaging is recycled and finds its 
way into a variety of different products, from 
bags to headwear to pens. 

Pre-Consumer Recycled Plastic 
Made from scrap or discards, this Earth-
friendlier alternative saves manufacturing 
waste from the landfill.

of new products have 
a proven sustainability 

stance.

75%
of our products 

carry the KG Factor 
designation.

70+%

KG Factor products have a high likelihood 
of being kept or gifted as determined by an 
impartial survey of consumers. The KG Factor 
designation helps identify promo solutions that 
lessen environmental impact through longevity.

of people would keep a 
KG Factor item or
give it to a friend 

because it is useful, 
functional, durable, and 

attractive.

85%

*asicentral.com/news/web-exclusive/april-2022/it-s-time-for-promo-to-fully-embrace-sustainabilit/

Nearly seventy percent of consumers say a brand’s sustainability 
practices shape their purchasing decisions.* 70%
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Keep It. Give It.
Keep It. Give It.We want to do business in a way that benefits our people,
our customers, our communities, and our industry.

We call this vision Keep It. Give It.

Find out more at kooziegroup.com/our-compliance

Our US facilities have earned FSC & SFI 
certifications. 

Part of the PPAI “We Are 
Product Safety Aware” initiative 
to create confidence in promo 
products as an advertising 
medium at every level

We are C-TPAT Tier 
II Certified by US 
Customs which 

evidences our superior commitment to 
supply chain security.

Fair labor should be the standard, not the 
exception. That’s why we’re a member of the 
Fair Labor Association.

environmental stewardship
• EPA SmartWay Shipper

• Styrofoam cups and plastic stir sticks removed from all facilities

• 100% of outgoing corrugate packaging is SFI-certified and made       
   from 100% recyclable and/or recycled materials

• 4,379 tons of paper and cardboard recycled annually

• 83% of all waste is recycled

• 1.5 million plastic bags kept out of the waste stream by receiving    
    and shipping acrylic drinkware without them

Our dedicated employees packed 2,000 
backpacks with school supplies, which 
were then donated to regional chapters 
of United Way!

Keep It. Give It. Live It!safety & social responsibility
Koozie Group is an industry leader in product safety, quality assurance, social 
responsibility and supply chain security.

• Rigorous product testing

• Technology items tested to UL, UN,
    FCC standards

• Products comply with Children’s        
    Product Safety Rules (CPSIA)

• Health, Wellness & Safety products are  
    FDA-regulation compliant

• All products are Prop 65 compliant

• All plastic drinkware is BPA free

• All cotton is ethically sourced

values in action 
To reflect our Keep It. Give It. 
commitment, we created a sample 
mailing featuring some of our 
greener writing instruments. We 
inserted the pens into an RPET 
pouch along with an educational piece with more details about adding 
an eco-slant to branded products. And – because materials matter – 
the mailing envelope was 100% compostable and featured a water-
soluble label with dissolvable adhesive.

kooziegroup.com | 3
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At kooziegroup.com it’s easier than ever to find 
exactly what you need! The functionality and resources 
available on our website are practically endless. Here are a 
few of our favorites:

new website features
• Access the one-stop payment center
• Use the purchase order checklist
• Enjoy easier navigation
• See recently viewed items
• Create a favorites list
• Find items with high stock
• Shop by production time

easy self-service tools
• Check order status
• See inventory
• Calculate freight
• Create virtual samples
• Order random samples
• Obtain ordering, contact &
   account information
• Share products online
• View all current promotions
• Download high-resolution images
• Download product templates
• Select stock art and images
• Find safety sheets and test reports
• Utilize industry target market
   information

powerful marketing 
support
View and share catalogs, promotional 
materials & sales resources

  get the 
best prices      
  online!

SHOW
ME

YOUR
KOOZIE®

CAN
KOOLER!

follow us on social media
@kooziegroup

See something on our blog or social media 
that you want to share with your audience? 
Go ahead, steal it! That’s right! We strive to 
write exclusive content that you can use to 
help grow your business.

So, go ahead,
steal our stuff!
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46395
Koozie® Kampfire Mug - 13 oz.

pg. 44

16139
ORCA® 20 Quart Cooler

pg. 127

26127
Koozie® Kamp Hammock

pg. 131

26246
Koozie® Collapsible Folding Wagon

pg. 129

life is better outsidelife is better outside
More people than ever are enjoying the physical and mental 
health benefits of spending time in nature. It’s time to gear up 
and get outdoors!

market
INSIGHTS
market
INSIGHTS

small choices = big impactsmall choices = big impact
Making small changes now can make a big difference for our planet down the road. 
Start now by choosing products made with greener materials, or opt for items that 
help lessen environmental impact through longevity.

AP6810ECO
Recycled PET Center Court Duffel

pg. 70

7063
Wildlife Portraits - Spiral

pg. 109

26265
RPET Boonie Hat

pg. 141

TSECO
Tri-Stic® RPET Pen

pg. 23

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-kampfire-mug-46395
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/orca-20-quart-cooler-16139
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/ecolutions-tri-stic-pen-tseco
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/wildlife-portraits-spiral-7063


65221
Silicone Awareness Wrist Band

pg. 150

P3A3A25
Souvenir® Sticky Note™ 3" x 3" Pad,

25 sheet | pg. 91

15039
Drawstring Backpack

pg. 74

45448
Koozie® britePix® Can Kooler

pg. 42

41086
4 Color Cooling Towel in Pouch

pg. 148

41105
Massage Ball Set

pg. 148

41096
Yoga Mat with Shoulder Strap

pg. 147

40900
Mini File & Buffer

pg. 151

do more of what 
makes you happy
do more of what 
makes you happy
Self-care is an important tool to help combat everyday 
stress. Recharge your batteries by spending time on 
the activities you enjoy.

stronger togetherstronger together
Our organizations and communities are stronger 
when diverse voices are invited to the table. 

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/silicone-awareness-wrist-band-65221
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-3-x-3-adhesive-notepad-25-sheet-pad-p3a3a25
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/ecolutions-tri-stic-pen-tseco


business services

case study
Client: cyber security firm 
Purpose: job fair giveaway
A cyber security firm was hunting for a nice giveaway 
to use at job fairs and college recruitment events. 
They wanted to make a good impression given the 
competition for qualified candidates. They opted 
for the SCX Design® Eco Ring Light Cable. They 
knew their target audience would put a high-quality, 
versatile tech accessory to good use, and this 
cable was on target with its ability to charge up to 
3 devices at a time. Extra features were plentiful, 
too, including the light-up logo that makes the 
cable hard to miss, recycled materials used in its 
construction, and the carabiner clip at the top to 
help keep the cable accessible. Recruiters slipped 
their business cards into the included pouch and 
reported higher-than-normal traffic at their booths.   

who’s buying
•  Cyber Security Firms
•  Mortgage Services
•  Accounting Firms
•  Credit Card Companies
•  Law Offices
•  Investment Services

5323 | 2-Color Stick Up Grid, English 
(13-Month) | pg. 113

NS4A6A25 | Souvenir® 4" x 6" Scratch Pad, 
25 Sheet | pg. 91

32462 | SCX Design®  
Eco Ring Light Cable
pg. 84

32472 | SCX Design® Notebook A5  
with Power Bank 4000 mAh 

pg. 80

55773 | Metal Twist  
   Stylus Pen | pg. 33

ICLGEL | BIC® Intensity® 
Clic™ Gel Pen | pg. 19

46323 | Koozie®
Slim Triple Vacuum  
Tumbler - 15 oz
pg. 44

These promo products 
are wise investments.

TARGET marketsTARGET markets

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-4-x-6-non-adhesive-scratch-pad-25-sheet-pad-ns4a6a25
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-eco-ring-light-cable-32462
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-slim-triple-vacuum-tumbler-15-oz-46323
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/2-color-stick-up-grid-english-13-month-5323
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-jalan-highlighter-stylus-pen-combo-56027
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bic-intensity-clic-gel-pen-iclgel
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-notebook-a5-with-power-bank-4000-mah-32472
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/metal-twist-stylus-pen-55773


case study
Client: hospital 
Purpose: wellness education
As part of a series of well-being events, a 
local hospital sponsored a speaker who 
focused on gratitude to build a more positive 
mindset. The speaker discussed the benefits 
of taking a moment at the end of each day 
to write down three things that went well 
and then reflecting on why they went well. 
To help participants get started, the hospital 
provided the Souvenir® Daven Journal 
with Daven Pen so they could practice the 
exercise during the event and continue once 
they got home.

who’s buying
•  Hospitals
•  Laboratory and Imaging Centers
•  Urgent and Quick Care Locations
•  First Responders
•  Occupational and Physical Therapists
•  Pharmacies

16193 | KAPSTON® Willow Recycled  
Backpack | pg. 67

46243 | Tervis® Classic Tumbler - 16 oz. | pg. 45

16204 | Souvenir® Daven Journal  
with Daven Pen | pg. 96

15893 | Koozie® Recreation Kooler | pg. 62

56027 | Souvenir® Jalan 
Highlighter Stylus  

  Pen Combo | pg. 35

65068 | Promo 
Retractable  
Badge Holder
pg. 94

These promo products are just what the doctor ordered.healthcare
TARGET marketsTARGET markets

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/tervis-classic-tumbler-16-oz-46243
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/promo-retractable-badge-holder-65068
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-willow-recycled-backpack-16193
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-daven-journal-with-daven-pen-16204
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-jalan-highlighter-stylus-pen-combo-56027
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bic-intensity-clic-gel-pen-iclgel
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-recreation-kooler-15893


education

case study
Client: community college 
Purpose: orientation leader appreciation
A community college wanted a way to 
thank their new student orientation 
leaders. They had noticed the trend 
for students to use fanny packs around 
campus, so they opted for the KAPSTON® 
Willow Recycled Fanny Pack. They knew 
it would be useful during orientation and 
that the student leaders would appreciate 
that it’s made of RPET fabric. When 
administration got wind that many new 
students were interested in purchasing a 
fanny pack of their own, they added them 
to their bookstore offerings.

who’s buying
•  Community Colleges and Universities
•  Digital Learning Services
•  Guidance Counselors
•  Childcare Centers
•  Public, Charter, and Private K-12 Schools
•  Training Centers and Libraries

P4A3A25 | Souvenir® Sticky Note™ 
4" x 3" Pad, 25 sheet 

Visit kooziegroup.com for details

AP8400 | TranSport It Tote | pg. 70

16194 | KAPSTON® Willow  
Recycled Fanny Pack

Visit kooziegroup.com for details

30309 | Ultra Clip
pg. 95

BLG | BIC® Brite Liner Grip™ 
pg. 34

GR | BIC® Grip Roller Pen 
pg. 19

46173 | Koozie®  
Triple Vacuum  
Tumbler - 13 oz. 
pg. 43

These smart promo products always ace the test.

TARGET marketsTARGET markets

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/transport-it-tote-ap8400
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-willow-recycled-fanny-pack-16194
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-triple-vacuum-tumbler-13-oz-46173
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-4-x-3-adhesive-notepad-25-sheet-pad-p4a3a25
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/ultra-clip-30309
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bic-brite-liner-grip-2-blg
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bic-grip-roller-pen-gr


case study
Client: church 
Purpose: volunteer thank you
At Christmas, a large church wanted to show 
gratitude to their many volunteers. The gift 
had to express their values, so they selected 
the Reflections Appointment Calendar. 
They distributed the calendar to ushers, 
greeters, Sunday School teachers, and more, 
accompanied by a card from the church 
council. They also offered the calendars 
for sale before and after services and used 
the proceeds to fund outreach programs 
the following year. The calendars were well 
received, and the church continues to order 
them each year.

who’s buying
•  Churches, Mosques, and Synagogues
•  Funeral Homes
•  Youth Ministry Programs
•  Bookstores
•  Religious Supply Companies
•  Private Schools

15806 | KAPSTON® Pierce Briefcase
pg. 69

MGBC20 | 20 Mil 4-Color Process  
Business Card Magnet | pg. 92

806 | Reflections (Non-Denominational) 
Appointment Calendar - Stapled | pg. 106

™

15782 | 5" x 7" Ruler Notebook with Flags  
and Stylus Pen | pg. 100

TWP | Pivo® Pen | pg. 2345970
Spectra Bottle - 25 oz.
pg. 53

Let promo products further your mission.religious
TARGET marketsTARGET markets

kooziegroup.com | 11

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/good-value-20-mil-4-color-process-business-card-magnet-mgbc20
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-pierce-briefcase-15806
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/5-x-7-ruler-notebook-with-flags-and-stylus-pen-2-15782
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/reflections-non-denominational-appointment-calendar-806
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bic-brite-liner-grip-2-blg
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/spectra-bottle-25-oz-45970
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/pivo-pen-twp


 

writing instruments

Write On!
freebie jubilee!

The BIC® Round 
Stic® pen was 
the first in the 

industry to have a 
ventilated cap.

the materials matter

• FREE Set-Ups – Including Multi-Color Imprints 
• FREE Imprint Color Changes 
• FREE Writing Ink Color Changes 
• FREE Virtual Samples 
• FREE Color Assortments or Mix & Match 
• FREE Exact Quantity Shipments 
• FREE Digital Customizable Flyers 
• FREE Samples* (up to $10; freight not included) 
• FREE Elevated Ink Technologies (on select items)

*Visit kooziegroup.com for additional information regarding random samples and large order pricing. 

RPET Post-consumer 
recycled paper

Renewable 
softwood materials

Tungsten carbide 
ballpoints

TPE (matte finish) or 
TPR (glossy finish)

ABS plastic

Koozie Group is the exclusive 
promotional products supplier 

of the BIC® brand in
the US and Canada

50+ products assembled 
in the USA

12 | the what’s what – 2023

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bic-round-stic-pen-rs


calendars

Seize the days!

the materials matter
Almost 70% of 

people use both a 
digital AND 

printed calendar.*

•  We print and assemble most of our 
calendars at our facility in Sleepy Eye, 
Minnesota

• Free one-color imprints on many styles
• Free storage
•  Free extra sheets and Insights Backmounts 

on Triumph® appointment calendars
• Free combined quantity pricing
•  Guaranteed inventory on select styles 

through Dec. 31

PLAN your days with INTENT.

Writing things down helps you
RETAIN information.

A PREVIEW of your future but also
a RECORD of your past.

Great RETURN ON INVESTMENT
with yearlong viewing exposure.

Nearly 95% of our calendars are either Forest 
Stewardship Council® (FSC®) or Sustainable 

Forestry Initiative® (SFI®) certified. These 
certifications are identified on the backmount.

*According to a MarketSight® Survey, April 2019

13

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/reflections-non-denominational-appointment-calendar-spiral


sticky notes

Ideas that stick!

There’s a right 
way to peel! 

Peel from bottom 
to top at 90 .̊

Souvenir® Sticky Note™ Pads are printed on paper 
certified by the Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®).

Adhesive tested on 12 different surfaces. 
Souvenir® Scratch Pads are printed on paper certified 

by the Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI®).

the materials matter

lunch label love notes
Keep workplace food 

bandits at bay!
Let someone special know they’ve “got 

this” and that you’ve got their back!

learn a new language
Place a note on common 

objects with the word of the 
object in the new language.

ice breaker
Everyone writes down a few facts 

about themselves, then try to 
guess who they belong to!

•  Printed in the USA
•  FREE set-ups and full-color imprints
•  250-piece incremental quantities
•  Aggressive large order pricing
•  Fast turnaround times
•  FREE stock backgrounds and shapes
•  FREE virtual samples

14 | the what’s what – 2023

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-3-x-3-adhesive-notepad-25-sheet-pad-p3a3a25


drinkware

Drink happy thoughts!

the materials matter

Americans
throw away more 

than 50 billion 
single-use coffee 

cups every year.*

•  Exclusive Designs
•  Side 1 & 2 and wraparound capabilities 

on most items
•  Same set-up charge; no additional run 

charges on most items
•  Full-color imprints on over 80 items
•  BPA free

*earthday.org

Air Insulation
Air between inner

& outer walls

Foam Insulation
Foam between inner

& outer walls

Vacuum Insulation
No air between inner

& outer walls

Copper Vacuum Insulation
No air between inner & outer walls 
+ copper-plated inner wall adds a 

layer of temperature retention

Vacuum insulation

Outer Wall

Inner Wall

Insulation Information
In many containers, heat or cold finds 
its way in and out through convection. 
Containers with vacuum insulation 
will create an airless space between 
the walls. This will stop the convection 
process, which eliminates any change 
in temperature. This allows for your 
beverages to remain icy cold or 
steaming hot longer.

Insulation Guide
Having drinkware that is insulated helps to keep your beverages 
at just the right temperature. Here are some different types of 
insulation you can expect to find.

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-slim-triple-vacuum-tumbler-15-oz-46323
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/glacial-diamonds-tumbler-20-oz-46113


Denier Polyester
Resistant to stretching, 
shrinking and pilling, 
210D, 420D, 600D

1680D
Resists abrasion 
and tearing

RipStop
Used for yacht sails, 
hot air balloons, 
kites, and parachutes

Nylon
Highly resilient

Tarpaulin
Tarp material – 
water-resistant 
material

Neoprene
Flexibility over a wide 
temperature range

Non-Woven
Often used as 
shoe covers

PVC Vinyl
Similar to shiny 
clothing

Microfiber
Known for softness, 
durability, and 
absorption

Cotton
Different weights –  
varies in thickness
5 oz.–16 oz.

Canvas
Made from cotton, 
linen, or hemp

RPET
Recycled plastics spun 
into thread or yarn

Cotton Duck 
Cloth
Heavy, plain 
cotton fabric

Jute
Fibers spun into 
coarse, strong strands

bags

Carry in style!

A number of states and 
local governments 
have passed laws to 
reduce the number of 

single-use plastic bags 
used each year in the 

United States.* 

the materials matter

how we measure

180+ exclusive designs

Growing assortment of  
eco-friendlier options

Reusable bags are
a smarter choice!

*nationalgeographic.com

H

DW
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-six-pack-kooler-45036
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-san-marco-backpack-16080


w
riting instrum

ents

know?DID YOU
9 is the average number of months promotional writing 
instruments are kept. 
According to a Global Ad Impressions Study 2020 Edition 
www.asicentral.com/research/ad-impressions-study/

56037
Souvenir® Stage Pen
Pg. 32
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-stage-pen-56037


When a credit union was looking to purchase 

pens for their multiple branches, they had 

several criteria. First, they needed blue ink. 

Secondly, they wanted the pen to reflect an 

Americana theme, including being assembled 

in the USA. The BIC® Round Stic® Pen fit the bill 

perfectly. Using free Mix & Match, they selected 

a red cap and blue barrel with a white imprint 

to create a look that turned out exactly how 

they wanted. They loved the quality of the  

BIC®-branded pen and received many 

comments from customers about how sharp 

the pens looked and how well they performed.

case study

RS 
BIC® Round Stic® Pen

Love this item?
Find it on page 21.

items are perfect for:
• Transportation Services
• Financial Institutions and Investment Services
• Law Offices
• Hospitals and Urgent Care Clinics
• Rental Car Companies
• Funeral Services
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Pen Color: White
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 150

Barrel Colors: Clear Blue, Clear Green, Clear Orange, Clear Purple, Clear Red, Solid Black, Solid White
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 150

Covered by U.S. Patent Nos. D607,513 (cap); D603,901S (cap); D603,453S; D603,452S, 8,807,860 
Barrel Color: White
Trim Colors: Black, Blue
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing   Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 150

Change ink colors with the click of a button. Everyone loves this classic pen with four ink colors and a sleek
white barrel.

With an automatic clip-retracting mechanism, ultra-smooth gel roller, and a variety of trendy colors, the
BIC® Intensity® Clic™ Gel is a modern take on the retractable pen.

This two-piece pen has a modern and professional design. Its .7mm fine point with a super-smooth ink system
provides an effortless writing experience.

4C
BIC® 4-Color™ Pen

ICLGEL
BIC® Intensity® Clic™ Gel Pen

T537R7
BIC® Triumph® 537R .7mm Pen

GR
BIC® Grip Roller Pen

Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, Charcoal, Forest Green, Light Gray, Navy, Red, White
Grip Color: Black
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 150

A recognizable and dependable cap pen. Complete with a comfortable, textured rubber grip and fast-drying ink that 
makes for clean, precise writing.

  

  

  

  

writing instruments

When a credit union was looking to purchase 

pens for their multiple branches, they had 

several criteria. First, they needed blue ink. 

Secondly, they wanted the pen to reflect an 

Americana theme, including being assembled 

in the USA. The BIC® Round Stic® Pen fit the bill 

perfectly. Using free Mix & Match, they selected 

a red cap and blue barrel with a white imprint 

to create a look that turned out exactly how 

they wanted. They loved the quality of the  

BIC®-branded pen and received many 

comments from customers about how sharp 

the pens looked and how well they performed.

case study

RS 
BIC® Round Stic® Pen

Love this item?
Find it on page 21.

items are perfect for:
• Transportation Services
• Financial Institutions and Investment Services
• Law Offices
• Hospitals and Urgent Care Clinics
• Rental Car Companies
• Funeral Services
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Barrel Colors: Blue Ice, Clear Ice, Green Ice, Orange Ice, Pink Ice, Royal Ice
Trim Color: Frosted Clear
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Barrel/Trim Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, Clear, Cobalt, Cream, Espresso, Forest Green, Green, Metallic Brown, 
Metallic Dark Blue, Metallic Green, Metallic Orange, Metallic Red, Metallic Sand, Navy, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, 
Silver, Slate, Teal, White, Yellow 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Barrel Colors: Black, Forest Green, Light Blue, Navy, Red, Silver, White, Yellow
Trim Color: Black, Forest Green, Light Blue, Red, Navy, Silver, White
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Available in fun frosted colors, the most popular retractable pen in promotional products is even cooler. This pen 
features a break-resistant pocket clip and a soft dimpled rubber grip for extra comfort.

This dependable retractable pen features a lightweight barrel, break-resistant pocket clip, and medium ballpoint for 
smooth and consistent writing.

A popular, slim profile with an innovative retracting mechanism.

CSIG
BIC® Clic Stic® Ice Grip Pen

CS
BIC® Clic Stic® Pen

MC
BIC® Media Clic™ Pen
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Barrel/Trim Colors: Black, Black Sparkle, Blue, Burgundy, Clear, Clear Sparkle, Cobalt, Cream, Espresso, Forest 
Green, Green, Metallic Dark Blue, Metallic Green, Metallic Red, Navy Blue, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Silver, Slate, 
Teal, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 500

Covered by U.S. Patent Nos. 6,742,953B2; D501,882S; D498,261  
Barrel Color: White  
Trim Colors: Black, Blue, Forest Green, Navy, Purple, Red
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Trim Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, Forest Green, Navy, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Yellow
Standard Decoration: Full Color
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

This versatile pen features a lightweight barrel, ventilated cap, and medium ballpoint for smooth and consistent 
writing. The BIC® Round Stic® Pen is a dependable choice that is recognized around the world.

This workhorse has a comfortable grip and offers a wide profile design that allows for a large barrel imprint and the 
ability to customize up to six rotating messages. Stock messages available.

With a wide profile design, this pen offers a large full-color, 360-degree imprint on the barrel.

RS
BIC® Round Stic® Pen

CSWBMES
WideBody® Message Pen

DCWBCG
Digital WideBody® Color Grip Pen
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Barrel Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, Cream, Forest Green, Metallic Dark Blue, Navy, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, 
Silver, White, Yellow  
Trim Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, Clear, Forest Green, Navy, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Silver, Yellow
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Clear, Green, Pink, Red  
Trim Color: Gold-Plated
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

The wide profile design of this pen helps keep you comfortable no matter how long the writing session! It is also 
assembled in the USA, and available in more than 300 color combinations to express your personal style.

Made of 68% renewable softwood materials, the Clear Clics™ Gold Pen has translucent barrel colors and polished 
gold-plated trim for a touch of luxury. Because this pen is made of natural materials, it may have a slight Earthy smell.

CSWB
WideBody® Pen

CLCLG
Clear Clics™ Gold Pen

    

    

Barrel Color: White  
Trim Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, Forest Green, Navy, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Yellow
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

With a wide profile design, this pen offers a large imprint area and a soft contoured rubber grip.

CSWBCG
WideBody® Color Grip Pen
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Barrel Color: White  
Trim Colors: Black, Forest Green, Navy, Red
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, Forest Green, Navy, Purple, Red, White, Yellow  
Ring Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, Forest Green, Navy, Red, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Barrel Colors: Berry Crush, Black, Blue, Burgundy, Creamsicle, Electric Punch, Forest Green, Grapetini, Julep, 
Metallic Dark Blue, Metallic Green, Metallic Orange, Metallic Silver, Navy, Pink Lemonade, Purple, Red, Royal, Teal, 
White, Yellow  
Trim Color: Nickel-Plated
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

When you’re looking for an eco-friendly promo, choose the Tri-Stic® RPET Pen, which is made of 73% pre-consumer 
recycled plastic. Three sides offer three different imprint areas in three different colors for loads of promo power. 

This sleek twist-action retractable pen features a slim profile design that comes in a variety of point styles and ink 
colors to fit the way you like to write.

Made of 68% renewable softwood materials, this sleek classic pen has polished nickel-plated trim and is refillable. 
Because this pen is made of natural materials, it may have a slight Earthy smell.

TSECO
Tri-Stic® RPET Pen

TWP
Pivo® Pen

CL
Clic™ Pen
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Barrel Colors: Black, Blue, Gray, Lime, Purple, Red 
Trim Color: Black  
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Step into the future with the Electric Pen. With a design inspired by aerodynamics, grooves in the matte finish barrel 
help this pen fit comfortably in your clients’ hands. The distinctive clip design showcases the Souvenir® logo while the 
black accents perfectly frame the screen print imprint. Includes InstaGlide® upgraded ink formula at no extra charge 
for a smooth, consistent write-out.

55936
Souvenir® Electric Pen

    

Barrel Colors: White  
Trim Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Purple, Red, Turquoise 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Make waves with the Souvenir® Tidal Pen. Its distinctive white barrel with metallic accents makes it stand out in a sea 
of competitors.

55991
Souvenir® Tidal Pen

    

Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Red, Purple 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 150

Make your brand truly stand out with these premium, modern-looking writing instruments! This set includes 
a Souvenir® Daven pen and mechanical pencil that come conveniently stored in an accompanying pouch. The 
transparent front of the pouch provides great visibility for your logo, which can be imprinted on the barrels of both 
writing instruments.

56051
Souvenir® Daven Pen and 
Mechanical Pencil Set
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Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Red, Green, Purple 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Turquoise, Yellow 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Gray, Orange, Purple, Red, Turquoise 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Show off your brand’s innovative style with the ultramodern look of this metallic writing instrument. The richly 
colored barrel is perfectly balanced by chrome accents, a sleek matching clip and rubberized grip with graphic line 
detail. Complete with a cut-out Souvenir® icon near the plunger to really elevate your brand’s next promotion. Pair 
with the #56036 Souvenir® Daven Mechanical Pencil to create a gift set that everyone would love to receive.

The Anthem Pen features chrome-plated accents with the Souvenir® logo molded into metal rivets and a  
translucent-colored barrel.

The Souvenir® Rayley Pen brings both style and function to your desk. The sharp silver accents pop against its 
translucent barrel while the rubber grip makes it comfortable to hold.

56035
Souvenir® Daven Pen

ANTH
Souvenir® Anthem Pen

56032
Souvenir® Rayley Pen
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Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Purple, Red 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Barrel Colors: Black, Blue, Red, Silver, White 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Barrel Color: White 
Trim Colors: Black, Blue, Gray, Lime, Red, Turquoise, Yellow 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

The Verse’s translucent clip matches the solid barrel and finishes with a comfortable textured grip for a sleek, modern 
look. The Souvenir® logo is debossed on both sides of the barrel.

With its metallic finish, contoured barrel, and distinctive clip design, the Lyric will bring a sophisticated look to any 
workspace. Add in its upscale color palette and chrome-plated accents, and this pen will quickly become one of your 
favorite writing instruments.

Make a colorful splash with the TFW Pen. Each plastic barrel is a stunning mix of bright hue and white, with a die-cut 
Souvenir® icon detail for an added punch of style. With InstaGlide® hybrid ink, distinctive clip and embossed grip, this 
pen is unlike any other at a price point your clients will love.

VRSG
Souvenir® Verse Pen

LYRIC
Souvenir® Lyric Pen

55934
Souvenir® TFW Pen
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Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Lime, Purple, Red, Turquoise 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Red, Turquoise 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

This tried-and-true winner is made even better with gel ink. Add in the metal clip for a retail look, and this  
plunger-action pen is the perfect choice to impress your customers.

This tried-and-true plunger-action pen features a ridged grip. Its translucent barrel and matching trim make it fun  
to use.

56039
Element Gel Pen

  

55885
Cliff Gel Pen

  

Barrel Color: White 
Trim Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Purple, Red 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

For a comfortable, relaxing writing session, use our Juggle Grip Pen! This plastic gel pen includes a white barrel and 
plunger, a translucent color clip and tip, and a matching-color silicone grip with massage granules to add a bit of 
comfort and fun.

56050
Juggle Grip Pen
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Barrel Color: White
Trim Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, Green, Orange, Purple, Red, Yellow
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

This practical pen features a white barrel with contrasting trim. Assembled in the USA, it’s a staple that gets the  
job done. 

55155
Contender Pen

   

Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Gray, Green, Lime, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Turquoise 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 500

This sleek plunger-action pen is a tried-and-true winner. Its bright translucent colors make it fun to use.

55820
Element Slim Pen
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Style meets function in this sleek 
pen. You’ll appreciate not only 
its contoured design and trendy 
colors but also its upgraded ink 
that provides a consistent, smooth 
write-out. 

   

Barrel Colors: Blue, Bright Red, Green, 
Lime, Orange, Pink, Red, Turquoise 
Trim Color: White 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: FREE  
Minimum: 300

55732
Dart Color Pen

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/element-slim-pen-55820
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/contender-pen-55155
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/dart-color-pen-55732


Covered by U.S. Patent Nos. 8,847,930; 9,092,077 
Barrel/Trim Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, Cobalt, Cream, Espresso, Forest Green, Green, Metallic Brown, Metallic 
Dark Blue, Metallic Green, Metallic Orange, Metallic Red, Metallic Sand, Navy, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Silver, Slate, 
Teal, White, Yellow  
Section Colors: Black, Forest Green, Navy, Red, White
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

This dependable retractable pen features a lightweight barrel, break-resistant pocket clip, and medium ballpoint for 
smooth and consistent writing. Flip back and forth between screen and paper with the click-through capacitive stylus. 

CSSTY
BIC® Clic Stic® Stylus Pen

    

Barrel Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Red, Silver
Trim Color: Black
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

The elegant Emblem Stylus Pen features a contoured barrel with a comfortable rubber grip and chrome-plated 
accents. Flip the pen over to use the handy capacitive screen stylus on the plunger.

Covered by U.S. Patent Nos. 8,847,930; 9,092,077 
Barrel Colors: Black, Blue, Lime, Purple, Red, Silver
Trim Color: Black
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

The Sol Stylus Pen has a unique black grip that features cut-outs exposing the barrel color underneath. Mimicking 
that design element is the unique die-cut “S” of the Souvenir® icon on the barrel. The chrome plunger and tip 
perfectly complete this modern stylus pen.

EMBSTY
Souvenir® Emblem Stylus Pen

55942
Souvenir® Sol Stylus Pen
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Covered by U.S. Patent Nos. 8,847,930; 9,092,077 
Barrel Color: Gunmetal
Trim Colors: Blue, Lime, Orange, Purple, Red, Turquoise
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

The Story Stylus Pen is multifunction with high style. The gunmetal barrel is complemented by a chrome plunger 
and tip with black clip and grip. A 1.2mm bold write-out offers a smooth, consistent writing experience. 

55938
Souvenir® Story Stylus Pen

  

Barrel Colors: Lime, Orange, Purple, Red, Silver, Turquoise 
Trim Color: Black 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Choose from four different ink colors with this versatile pen with a built-in stylus. Its contoured rubber grip makes it 
easy to hold and provides a comfortable writing experience.

55781
Orbitor Metallic Stylus Pen

  

Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Gunmetal, Metallic Gold, Metallic Rose Gold, Red
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

The chrome accents on this fully rubberized two-piece gel pen give it a sophisticated look, and the stylus  
adds versatility. 

55897
Cali Stylus Pen
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Barrel Colors with Black Grip: Black, Blue, Champagne, Green, Red, Silver
Barrel Colors with Gray Grip: Brick Red, Goldenrod, Moss Green, Pacific Blue, Slate Gray, Terracotta Orange 
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 500

This sophisticated twist-action pen is designed with a rubber grip for added comfort in your hand. Flip it around, and 
the stylus does double duty on any touchscreen.

55892 
Koi Pen

  

Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Champagne, Green, Gunmetal, Lime, Orange, Purple, Red, Turquoise
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 250

A metallic finish and dimpled grip give this pen a fanciful look, while the stylus adds versatility.
55779
Tev Metallic Stylus Pen

  

Pen Colors: Black, Blue, Champagne, Red, Rose Gold, Silver, White
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 200

The chrome accents on this slim twist action pen really give it style. Throw in the function of its medium ballpoint 
and soft-touch stylus, and you have a winner. 

55773
Metal Twist Stylus Pen
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Barrel Color: Black
Trim Colors: Blue, Green, Charcoal, Purple, Red, Orange
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 100

Add some dramatic flair to your next promotional campaign with this sleek, matte black writing instrument. The 
striking barrel is accented by metallic bands of color near the chrome tip, and Souvenir® branding on the wrap-around 
chrome clip elevates the style of this pen even more. Ideal for brands who want to see their logo shine in the spotlight.

56037
Souvenir® Stage Pen

    

55947
Souvenir® Path Pen

55945
Souvenir® Armor Pen

    

    

Barrel Colors: Black, Burgundy, Forest Green, Navy, White
Trim Color: Chrome
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 100

The Path Pen offers an updated, modern twist on a classic pen style. This metal pen has a sleek clip design with the 
Souvenir® icon laser-engraved atop the plunger. Clients will love the weight and the smooth, consistent write-out of 
the InstaGlide® ink on this distinctive writing instrument.

Barrel Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Purple, Red 
Trim Color: Chrome
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 100

The fully rubberized metal Armor Pen truly makes a statement with its chrome tip, clip, and die-cut grip design. 
Elevated features like the Souvenir® logo atop the plunger and InstaGlide® upgraded hybrid ink complete the polished 
performance of this high-style writing instrument.
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Barrel Colors: Black, Blue, Gunmetal, Red
Trim Color: Black
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 100

Shiny chrome accents contribute to the high-end look of this aluminum pen, while its ridged rubber grip provides a 
comfortable writing experience.

55658
Robust Pen

  

Barrel Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Gold, Red, Silver
Trim Color: Chrome
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

This sleek, slim aluminum pen boasts a smooth click-action. A perfectly styled ball pen delivers an exceptional 
writing experience.

55855
Petite Metal Pen

  

WCCB
Souvenir® Worthington® Chrome  
Ballpoint Pen
WCCR
Roller Pen

  

Barrel Color: Polished Chrome-Plated
Trim Color: 22K Gold-Plated
Standard Decoration: Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 25 
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 25

Meet every writing need with sophistication. An elegant chrome finish with 22K gold-plated accents make this pen the 
perfect product for the style-savvy. Optional stock cap slogans available.
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56040 
Oak Stylus Pen

  

Barrel Colors: Black, Burgundy, Green, Navy, White 
Grip Color: Natural - Cork
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Flip effortlessly between paper and touchscreen with the Oak Stylus Pen. Its soft cork grip sets it apart from the 
competition and provides a comfortable feel in your hand.

Covered by U.S. Patent Nos. 6,485,211B1
Barrel Colors: Blue, Green, Orange, Pink, Yellow 
Grip Color: Gray
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Equally useful at the office or in the classroom, this classic highlighter has vibrant ink to make your color-coding 
stand out and a textured rubber grip that provides a comfortable way to get your work done.

BLG
BIC® Brite Liner Grip™

   

  

Pen Colors: Black, Silver, White
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 150

Perfect for making notes or highlighting important passages of text, this dual-use item features a nylon pen on one 
end and a yellow conical highlighter on the other, so you can easily switch back and forth while studying or reading  
a report.

56048
Dri Mark® Double Header  
Highlighter Nylon Pen Combo
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Highlighter Colors: Blue, Green, Orange, Pink, Yellow
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Enjoy using the Souvenir® Lark Highlighter with its swirl-patterned grip. Its wide barrel makes it easy to handle.  

55988
Souvenir® Lark Highlighter

  

Barrel Color: White 
Trim Colors: Black, Blue, White
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

For those that like a crisp line, this classical mechanical pencil fits the bill. It comes with an eraser and three 0.7mm #2 
graphite leads that provide a write-out equivalent to 2.5 woodcase pencils.

PMRM
BIC Matic®

  

  

Covered by U.S. Patent Nos. 8,847,930; 9,092,077
Barrel Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Gunmetal, Red
Grip Color: Black
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

With its dual highlighter head and patented technology, this pen is a jack-of-all-trades. Move effortlessly from task to 
task, whether you need to jot a quick note, highlight an important message, or check out at the grocery store.

56027
Souvenir® Jalan Highlighter 
Stylus Pen Combo
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56029 
Cliff Mechanical Pencil

  

Pencil Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Orange, Red, Turquoise
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

Make the mundane fun with the joyful colors of this translucent mechanical pencil. Its ridged grip makes it 
comfortable to hold, and it comes with #2 graphite leads that write a smooth black line.

Barrel Color: Black, Blue, Green, Navy, Neon Green, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Silver, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 500

This pencil features a round wooden barrel that’s available in a wide variety of colors. Features #2 graphite lead.

BPS
Souvenir® Pencil Solids

  

56036
Souvenir® Daven 
Mechanical Pencil

Barrel Colors: Black, Blue, Green, Purple, Red
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  Set-Up: FREE  Minimum: 300

The metallic barrel of this mechanical pencil is perfectly complemented by a tone-on-tone rubberized grip with 
graphic design and coordinating translucent cap to protect the eraser. Comes with 0.5mm #2 lead.
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know?DID YOU
Promo drinkware is kept an average of 12 months. 
According to a Global Ad Impressions Study 2020 Edition 
www.asicentral.com/research/ad-impressions-study/

46386
Koozie Stainless Steel
Bottle - 18 oz.
Pg. 52
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A residential construction firm wanted 

employees to have an easy way to stay hydrated 

on the job. They gave each tradesperson their 

own Energetic Vacuum Sport Bottle with 
Hanger - 33 oz. This stainless steel bottle was 

rugged enough to stand up to heavy use, and 

the leak-proof, screw-on lid was perfect for 

avoiding spills. The company provided large 

coolers in various locations across each of their 

job sites so employees could refill their bottles 

with cold water throughout the day.

case study

46398
Energetic Vacuum Sport 
Bottle with Hanger - 33 oz.

Love this item?
Find it on page 52.

items are perfect for:
• Automotive
• Collegiate
• Trading Companies
• Fitness Centers
• Manufacturing
• Youth Groups and Sunday Schools

drinkwaredrinkware
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46088
Koozie® Magnetic  

Can Kooler

Colors: Black, Navy, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

This Koozie® can kooler is ideal 
for tailgating, seeking adventure, 
or working in the shop. Its 
magnets will stick to any metal 
surface and are strong enough to 
hold a full can, keeping it ready 
for you to grab when you need to 
wet your whistle. 

Colors: Black, Burnt Orange, 
Forest Green, Grape, Ivory, Lime, 
Maroon, Navy, Royal, Scarlet, 
Turquoise, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

45023
Koozie® The Original  

Can Kooler

The beverage insulator that 
started it all. The Original 
Koozie® Can Kooler keeps 
your drink cooler longer. After 
all, the Koozie® brand is The 
Original Chill®! 

46400
Koozie® Magnetic 
Slim Can Kooler

Everything is more fun with 
Koozie® can koolers! This style 
fits most slim beverage cans 
and is ideal for tailgating, using 
while you’re in the workshop, 
or on-the-go as it magnetizes 
to any metal surface - all while 
holding a full can of your 
beverage of choice.

Colors: Black, Red, Royal 
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200
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Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

46206
Koozie® Slim Can Kooler

Colors: Black, Lime, Navy,  
Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

Everything is more fun with Koozie® 
can koolers! This slimmer style fits 
most 8 oz. and 12 oz. slim cans, 
keeping your preferred drink cooler 
longer. After all, the Koozie® brand 
is The Original Chill®!

46380
Koozie® Slim Collapsible 

Neoprene Can Kooler

Everything is more fun with 
Koozie® can koolers! This slimmer 
style fits most 12 oz. slim cans 
and is made from high-quality 
wetsuit-like material, keeping 
your preferred drink cooler 
longer. After all, the Koozie® 
brand is The Original Chill®!

Colors: Black, Lime, Navy, Red, 
Royal, Purple, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

 

45231
Koozie® Deluxe Collapsible 

Can Kooler

Everything is more fun with 
Koozie® can koolers! This 
classic collapsible style folds 
flat to fit into your pocket or 
bag, so wherever you are, your 
drink will stay cooler longer. 
After all, the Koozie® brand is 
The Original Chill®!

Colors: Black, Bright Orange, 
Carolina Blue, Green, Lime,  
Maroon, Navy, Purple, Red, 
Royal, Silver, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

46407
Koozie® Tie Dye 

Can Kooler 

This trendy tie-dye can kooler 
will help you stand out in the 
crowd and is perfect for any 
event! It fits snug on a 12 oz. can 
and folds flat for easy storage.

Colors: Black, Green, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200
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46405
Koozie® Tall Cup Kooler

Everything is more fun with Koozie® 
cup koolers! This item can be used 
with stadium cups, acrylic tumblers, 
or large fast-food plastic cups to 
keep your hands dry and your drink 
cooler longer. After all, the Koozie® 
brand is The Original Chill®!

Colors: Black, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

 

Colors: Black, Navy, Red, 
Royal, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

46401
Koozie® Ice Cream Kooler

Need a pint of ice cream after 
a really hard day? Help keep it 
cold with our Koozie® Ice Cream 
Kooler! Made from a high-quality, 
wetsuit-like material, this item 
also folds flat, making it perfect 
for easy storage or mailing 
to customers.

 

Colors: Black, Green, Lime, 
Navy, Purple, Red, Royal, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

46361
Koozie® Collapsible  

Slim Can Kooler 

Everything is more fun with 
Koozie® can koolers! This style 
holds a 12 oz. slim can and folds 
flat to fit into your pocket or 
bag, so wherever you are, your 
drink will stay cooler longer. 
After all, the Koozie® brand is 
The Original Chill®!
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45081
Koozie® Collapsible  
Can Kooler

Colors: Black, Bright Orange, 
Burnt Orange, Gray, Green, 
Hunter Green, Light Pink, Lime, 
Maroon, Navy, Pink, 
Purple, Red, Royal, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

Everything is more fun with 
Koozie® can koolers! This  
classic collapsible style folds 
flat to fit into your pocket or 
bag, so wherever you are, your 
drink will stay cooler longer. 
After all, the Koozie® brand is 
The Original Chill®! 

45448
Koozie® britePix® 
Can Kooler

Everything is more fun with 
Koozie® can koolers! This 
colorful collapsible style folds 
flat to fit into your pocket or 
bag, so wherever you are, 
your drink will stay cooler 
longer. After all, the Koozie® 
brand is The Original Chill®! 

Colors: Black, Bright Orange, 
Brown, Burnt Orange, Camouflage, 
Crimson, Gray, Green, Kelly Green, 
Khaki, Light Blue, Light Pink, Lime, 
Maroon, Mint, Navy, Pink, Purple, 
Rainbow Horizontal, Rainbow 
Vertical, Red, Royal, Teal, Tropical, 
Tutti Fruitti, Violet, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

  

Colors: Black, Blue, Silver, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

46317
Koozie® Savannah 
Vacuum Tumbler – 18 oz.

You’ll love this contemporary 
tumbler that keeps the 
beverage of your choice just 
the right temperature for 
hours. Its screw-on, spill-
resistant lid makes it the 
right choice for your morning 
commute, weekends at the 
ballfield, or relaxing moments  
at your favorite getaway. 

    

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.
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46311
Koozie® Triple Vacuum  
Tumbler – 16 oz.

Use the multifunctional Koozie® 
Triple Vacuum Tumbler as you 
like! With just the screw-on black 
ring, this workhorse holds a bottle 
or a 16 oz. can. Drop in the clear 
spill-resistant plastic lid, and you 
have an on-the-go tumbler for 
your coffee or ice-cold drink. 

Colors: Black, Royal,  
Silver, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

   

drinkware

Use the multifunctional Koozie® 
Triple Vacuum Tumbler as you 
like! With just the screw-on black 
ring, this workhorse holds a bottle 
or a 12 oz. can. Drop in the clear 
spill-resistant plastic lid, and you 
have an on-the-go tumbler for 
your coffee or ice-cold drink. 

46173
Koozie® Triple Vacuum  
Tumbler – 13 oz.

Colors: Black, Gray, Mint, Red, 
Royal, Silver, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

    

46173C
Koozie® Triple Vacuum 
Tumbler - 13 oz..

Use the multifunctional Koozie® 
Triple Vacuum Tumbler with just 
the screw-on gray ring to hold a 
bottle or a 12 oz. can. Drop in the 
clear spill-resistant plastic lid and 
you’ll have an on-the-go tumbler 
for either a hot or cold drink. The 
powder-coated finish feels good 
whatever you’re holding.

Color: Black, Blue, 
Coral, Sage, 
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24
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Colors: Black, Blue, Gray, 
Hunter Green, Navy, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

46395
Koozie® Kampfire Mug

Whether camping for the weekend 
or spending the day on the water, 
the Koozie® Kampfire Mug is 
the perfect companion for any 
outdoor event. It will keep your 
beverage of choice hot or cold for 
hours, and the generous handle 
makes it easy to carry.

  

46323
Koozie® Slim Triple Vacuum 

Tumbler - 15 oz.

When it’s time to slim down your 
drink, the Koozie® Slim Triple 
Vacuum Tumbler fits like a glove. 
Keep your favorite slim can 
beverages cool using just the 
screw-on black ring. The clear, 
spill-resistant plastic lid gives 
you more options to keep up to 
15 oz. of the beverage of your 
choice hot or cold for hours.

Colors: Black, Mint, Red, 
Royal, Silver, White
Standard Decoration:
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

   

46323P
Koozie® Slim Triple Patterned 

Vacuum Tumbler - 15 oz.

Take a slim look to the next 
level with the Koozie® Slim 
Triple Patterned Vacuum 
Tumbler. The screw-on black 
ring holds your favorite 12 oz. 
slim can or regular bottle and 
keeps it cool. When you’re 
in the mood for something 
else, the clear, spill-resistant 
plastic lid lets you fill this 
tumbler with 13 oz. of either 
hot or cold enjoyment. 

Color: Tropical
Standard Decoration:
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24
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46249, 46251
Tervis® Stainless Steel 
Tumbler - 20 oz., 30 oz.

Color: Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

This versatile, premium-grade, 
copper-lined 18/8 stainless steel 
tumbler will leave a lasting 
impression. Keeps your beverage at 
the perfect temperature for hours 
and hours.

46249 Shown

    

Lid Colors: Black, Blue, Frosted, 
Lime, Navy, Orange, Red, White
Tumbler Color: Clear 
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

46243
Tervis® Classic 

Tumbler - 16 oz.

This Tervis® dual-wall insulated 
tumbler is made of durable 
Tritan®. It is conveniently 
microwave, dishwasher, and 
freezer safe and is great for hot 
or cold drinks. A great choice in 
either the 16 oz. or the 24 oz. size.

  

Colors: Black, Blue, Silver, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

46317C
Koozie® Savannah Vacuum 

Tumbler with Tritan® Lid – 18 oz.

This contemporary
tumbler, with the see-through 
screw-on Tritan® lid, offers  
spill-resistant protection. This 
tumbler keeps the beverage 
of your choice just the right 
temperature for hours, making it 
the best choice for your morning 
commute, weekends at the 
ballfield, or relaxing moments  
at your favorite getaway.
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Lid Colors: Black, Blue, Frosted, 
Lime, Navy, Orange, Red
Tumbler Color: Clear 
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

 46245
Tervis® Classic 

Tumbler - 24 oz. 

This Tervis® dual-wall insulated 
tumbler is made of durable 
Tritan®. It is conveniently 
microwave, dishwasher, and 
freezer safe and is great for hot 
or cold drinks. A great choice in 
either the 16 oz. or the 24 oz. size.

  

46418
Silipint™ Silicone Straw 

Tumbler - 22oz.

With a Silipint™ Straw Tumbler in 
hand, you can go where no other 
drinkware can – everywhere! 
That’s because these tumblers 
are made from naturally 
occurring silica, a non-toxic 
material that is flexible, durable, 
and can handle the heat. So go 
ahead and put this tough-as-nails 
tumbler to the test. Whether it’s 
iced coffee, water, a refreshing 
smoothie, or an extra thick 
milkshake, this 22oz. companion 
never takes a break, so you never 
miss a moment. Cheers!

Tumbler Colors:  Cloud, Desert 
Sun, Lilly Pilly, Mountain Air 
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

 

With a Silipint™ Straw Tumbler in 
hand, you can go where no other 
drinkware can – everywhere! 
That’s because these tumblers 
are made from naturally 
occurring silica, a non-toxic 
material that is flexible, durable, 
and can handle the heat. So go 
ahead and put this tough-as-nails 
tumbler to the test. Whether it’s 
iced coffee, water, a refreshing 
smoothie, or an extra thick 
milkshake, this 22oz. companion 
never takes a break, so you never 
miss a moment. Cheers!

Tumbler Colors:  Cloud, Desert 
Sun, Lilly Pilly, Mountain Air 
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

46417
Silipint™ Silicone Straw 

Tumbler - 16oz.
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46238
Silipint™ Straight Up  

Pint Glass - 16 oz.

This colorful, versatile pint glass 
is as flexible in shape as it is in 
utility. Insulates both hot and 
cold, and the 100% silicone 
material will not break, crack, 
chip, fade or scratch. Microwave, 
dishwasher and freezer safe. Life 
is better Sili™!

Tumbler Colors: Arctic Sky, Black, 
Blue, Cloud, Green, Headwaters, 
Hippie Hops, Icicle, Lilly Pilly, 
Mountain Marble, Orange, Purple 
Haze, Red, Smoke. 
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

46336C
Silipint™ Redesigned 

Wine Glass - 12 oz.

This redesigned stemless 
silicone wine glass features a 
polished outer surface, thick 
walls, and sturdy base - perfect 
for every camping trip, park 
picnic, pool party, and tailgate 
in between. Lightweight and 
odorless, this stunning glass will 
help make your imprint the star 
of any event.

Tumbler Colors: Alpenglow, 
Artic Sky, Hippie Hops, Icicle, 
Purple Haze 
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

46309
Tumbler with Bluetooth® 

Speaker – 20 oz.

Take this tumbler and your tunes 
with you anywhere. Perfect for 
picnics, the beach, and any 
outdoor activity, the tumbler is 
sweatproof and great for hot or 
cold beverages. The speaker has 
a range of 32 feet in an  
obstacle-free space. 

Color: Black, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24
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46015
Stadium Cup - 16 oz.

Colors: Black, Blue, Clear, Green, 
Hot Pink, Lime Green, Maroon, Navy, 
Orange, Purple, Red, Slate Blue, Soft 
Pink, Turquoise, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

This reusable classic stadium 
cup is a must-have for 
teams, groups, companies, 
and all great events. It’s a 
roomy 16 oz. capacity and is 
dishwasher safe.

The perfect on-the-go travel 
mug. Great handle makes it 
convenient to carry.46193

Keke Travel Mug - 14 oz.

Color: Matte Black, Matte Blue, 
Matte White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

  

  

46076
Color Changing 
Stadium Cup - 16 oz.

A great stadium cup with 
a special surprise—add an 
ice-cold beverage and watch 
the cup change to a new 
color. This fun cup leaves a 
lasting impression. 

Colors: Blue (Purple), Clear 
(Blue), Clear (Green), Clear 
(Magenta), Clear (Orange), 
Clear (Red), Green (Blue), 
Orange (Red), Pink (Purple), 
Yellow (Green)
Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250
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drinkware

46239
Melrose Mug - 15 oz.

This modern-looking stoneware 
mug in matte earth tones will 
bring a bit of serenity to your 
hectic day. Dishwasher safe for 
easy cleanup.

Colors: Cream, Gray, Purple, 
Sage, Teal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

45863
Stylish Cafe Mug - 16 oz.

Go a little edgy by featuring 
your logo on this Stylish 
Café Mug.

Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, 
White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

45127
Two-Tone Bistro  
Mug – 14 oz.

Enjoy the modern styling of 
this attractive mug. With a  
14 oz. capacity and glossy 
finish, it’s perfect for your 
morning coffee.

Colors: White/Black, White/Blue, 
White/Red
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72
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46189, 46190
Dye Sublimation 

Mug - 11 oz., 15 oz.

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Dye Sublimation
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

The Dye Sublimation Mug is 
sure to be your new favorite! 
The vivid, full-color wraparound 
imprint on either the 11 oz. or 
15 oz. size will bring a splash of 
color to any drab morning.

46189 Shown

 

46167
Campfire Mug - 13 oz.

Bring the outdoors inside with 
this ceramic campfire mug!

Colors: Black, Blue, Red, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

This all-matte mug with 
vertical line detail is perfect 
for holding 12 oz. of coffee, 
tea, or whatever your favorite 
beverage is!

Colors: Black, Gray, Navy, 
Red, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

46409
Lines Mug - 12 oz.
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drinkware

Colors: Black, Dark Blue, 
Green, Maroon
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

45238
Two-Tone Mug - 11 oz.

The large C-handle make 
these 11 ounce ceramic 
mugs with colored 
handles and halos easy 
for everyone to get a 
grip on.

45140 Color: White
45140C Colors: Black, Cobalt, 
Cream, Dark Green, Gray, Lime, 
Maroon, Purple, Royal, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 144

45140, 45140C
Budget Mug – 11 oz.

This dishwasher-safe ceramic 
mug has a glossy finish and an 
11 oz. capacity. Whether you 
prefer the classic white mug or 
like color, this is perfect for your 
morning cup of Joe!  

45140C Shown

46397
Vacuum Cup Botle - 51 oz.

Keep your drinks at just the 
right temperature when 
you’re on the go with this 
stainless steel, double-wall, 
vacuum-sealed bottle! This 
item’s handle makes it easy to 
transport. When you’re ready 
for a drink, simply unscrew 
the lid to use it as a cup.

Colors: Black, Navy, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24
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46386
Koozie® Stainless Steel 

Bottle - 18 oz.

An instant bestseller, this 
Koozie® stainless steel 
double-wall sport bottle 
features a metal screw-on 
lid. Unlike many others 
out there, the lid only has 
a small silicone gasket. 
This construction makes 
the bottle leakproof, a real 
advantage when you throw 
it in your gym bag.

Colors: Black, Royal, 
Silver, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

46398
Energetic Vacuum Sport 

Bottle with hanger - 33 oz.

This stainless steel, double-wall, 
vacuum-sealed bottle is sure to 
keep your drinks cold on the go! 
The handy carry loop makes it 
easy to take on a hike or even to 
the brewery.

Colors: Black , White, Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

 

46340
Starbright Vacuum 

Bottle - 23 oz.

This sleek, contemporary sport 
bottle boasts an easy-carry 
handle featuring a colored 
grip. Toss it in your bag — it 
won’t leak and it will keep your 
beverage hot or cold for hours!

Colors: Black, Navy, Silver, 
White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

 

46272
Courage Vacuum Sport 

Bottle - 18 oz.

This contemporary  
wide-mouth bottle has 
you covered on your 
daily commute or during 
a workout. Its double-wall 
vacuum insulation keeps 
your beverages at the right 
temperature for hours and 
the screw-on, leak-proof lid 
has a generous handle for 
toting it around.

Colors: Matte Black, 
Matte Navy, Matte Red, 
Matte White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

   
  

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.
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drinkware

45970
Spectra Bottle  – 25 oz.

This 25 oz. water bottle with 
flip-top lid is great for the 
gym, hiking, or any sporting 
event. The handy rubber 
loop makes it easy to take it 
with you anywhere!

Colors: Black, Blue, Green, 
Red, Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

 

 

46162
Thunder Sports  
Bottle – 34 oz.

Keep this large-capacity sport 
bottle with you to stay hydrated 
while you’re active. It’s made 
from durable Tritan® plastic 
and has a unique leak-proof 
lid with a carry handle to make 
traveling easy. 

Colors: Blue, Charcoal, 
Clear, Green
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

46399
Nick Aluminum Bottle - 24 oz

This all-matte mug with 
vertical line detail is perfect 
for holding 12 oz. of coffee, 
tea, or whatever your 
favorite beverage is!

Colors: Blue, Silver, Red, 
White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72
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46366
Champ Transparent 
Color Bottle - 28 oz.

This fun translucent 28 oz. 
bottle features an easy-to-grip 
contoured design. It’s the 
perfect go-to accessory for 
any sports lover.

Lid Colors: White, Black, 
Pink, Green, Orange, Red, 
Royal Blue , Teal, Violet, 
Yellow, Lime, Navy Blue, Cyan 
Bottle Colors: Transparent 
Teal, Clear, Transparent 
Yellow, Transparent 
Orange, Transparent Blue, 
Transparent Pink, Transparent 
Green, Transparent 
Smoke, Transparent Violet, 
Transparent Red
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

45790
Gripper Poly-Clear 

Bottle - 31 oz.

Reduce your consumption of 
single-use plastics with this 31 
oz. squeezable sport bottle. 
It’s great for the gym with its 
flip-top, super sipper lid and 
easy-to-fill wide mouth.

Colors: Blue, Clear, Green, 
Red, Smoke
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

  

  

Colors: Blue, Clear, Green, 
Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, 
Smoke, Turquoise
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

45791
Poly-Clean® Bottle - 27 oz.

Ditch single-use bottles of water 
and choose this squeezable sport 
bottle instead. It’s perfect for the 
gym or working out at home.

  

46365
Omni Bike Bottle - 20 oz.

This colorful 20 oz. bottle is a 
staple accessory for any sports 
lover and fits any standard  
bike cage.

Lid Colors: Black, Cyan, Green, 
Lime, Navy Blue, Orange, Pink, 
Red, Royal Blue, Teal, Violet, 
White, Yellow
Bottle Colors: Athletic Gold, 
Awareness Pink, Black, Dark 
Green, Frost, Fuchsia, Granite, Hot 
Pink, Kelly Green, Light Blue, Lime 
Green, Metallic Navy Blue, Neon 
Green, Neon Orange, Orange, Red, 
Royal Blue, Silver, Teal, Turquoise, 
Violet, Yellow, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 300
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housew
ares

know?DID YOU
Households own an average  
of 30 promo products.  
According to a Global Ad Impressions Study 2020 Edition 
www.asicentral.com/research/ad-impressions-study/

51013
Bottle Opener 
Coaster
Pg. 58

55

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bottle-opener-coaster-51013


An insurance agency wanted to hand 

out some useful items at their customer 

appreciation picnic. Using a budget-

conscious approach, they selected several 

products: the Aluminum Bottle Opener;  

the Lil’ Chizler™; the Delight Silicone Straw 
in Box with Keychain; and the Koozie® 
Coaster - Round. Attendees chose which 

items suited them best, and with appealing 

price points, the company felt comfortable 

letting customers take as many as they 

wanted. At the end of the event, organizers 

noticed fewer left-behind giveaways than 

in previous years, and the team took the 

remaining items to the office to share with 

customers who didn’t attend the BBQ.

case study
10027
Lil’ Chizler™

45667
Koozie® Coaster - Round

Love these other items?
Find them on pages  
57 and 58.

Love this item?
Visit kooziegroup.com for details.

items are perfect for:
• Hospitality
• Pet Stores
• Bars and Restaurants
• Food Trucks
• Human Resource Consultants
• Catering Companies

housewareshousewares

51032
Delight Silicone  
Straw in Box  
with Keychain 65240

Aluminum Bottle Opener
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housewares

10027
Lil’ Chizler™

The Lil’ Chizler scrapes without 
scratching or marring. Its unique 
edge allows cleaning of almost 
any tight space. Use in the kitchen, 
around the house, or on your car’s 
windshield when it’s icy.

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 350

51002
Snowflake Ornament

Personalized ornaments are the 
perfect way to show someone you 
care about them.

Color: Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Laser engraved
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

  

 

10030
Oval Panel Rain Cone

Cloudburst or light sprinkle, you can 
measure the amount of precipitation 
with this easy-to-read rain cone. It 
measures up to 6 inches of rain and 
can be secured to a post or pushed 
into the ground. 

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Foil Stamp
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

Colors: Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

This satin-finished stainless 
steel bottle opener is perfect 
for on-the-go convenience. It’s 
compact enough to fit in your 
pocket or most wallets.

45880
Steel Bottle Opener
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Colors: Black, Blue, Green,  
Red, Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 300

This easy-to-carry, easy-to-use 
aluminum bottle opener puts 
handy on a ring. One side opens 
bottles, while the other pops the 
tops on cans.  Attach it to your key 
ring, backpack, or slip it in your 
cooler so you are always ready to 
open up the fun!

65240
Aluminum Bottle Opener

45667
Koozie® Coaster - Round

This round-shaped coaster, made 
of best-selling Koozie® Can Kooler 
material, will protect surfaces from 
moisture and heat.  

Colors: Black, Custom Color, 
Gray, Kelly Green, Khaki, Red, 
Royal
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

Colors: Black, Blue, White
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 150

51013
Bottle Opener Coaster

This unique item doubles as a 
bottle opener and a coaster. An EVA 
foam pad on the bottom keeps it 
from slipping while also protecting 
your furniture. 

15012
Round Coaster

For home or office, this is one 
product that anyone can use! This 
coaster is made of bonded leather 
and is urethane coated to resist 
staining. 

Colors: Black, Burgundy,  
Navy, Tan, White
Standard Decoration: 
Foil Stamp
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.
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bags

know?DID YOU
3,300 is the number of impressions promotional bags 
generate throughout their lifetime. 
According to a Global Ad Impressions Study 2020 Edition 
www.asicentral.com/research/ad-impressions-study/

16193
KAPSTON® Willow 
Recycled Backpack
Pg. 67
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To boost participation in its Earth Day 

event, a chamber of commerce decided to 

give away a useful eco-friendly product to 

each person who joined its annual beach 

cleanup. They selected the Koozie® Lagoon 
Dual-Compartment Lunch Kooler. Not only 

was the group drawn to the cooler’s tropical 

print, but they also loved that it’s made with 

RPET. The chamber had a record turnout 

for the event; the cleaned beach was 

welcoming for residents and visitors alike; 

and the organization gained several new 

members who appreciated its community 

outreach efforts. 

case study

items are perfect for:
• Education
• Real Estate
• Hospitality
• Professional and Sports Associations
• Alumni Associations
• Supermarkets

bagsbags

16192
Koozie® Lagoon Dual-
Compartment Lunch Kooler

Love this item?
Find it on page 62.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-lagoon-dual-compartment-lunch-kooler-16192


Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.
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16190
Koozie® Olympus  
24-Can Kooler  
Backpack

This premium Koozie® Olympic 
Kooler Backpack is made of 
water-resistant tarpaulin with a 
main zippered compartment, front 
zippered pocket, attached bottle 
opener, top carry handle and 
padded shoulder straps. Easily fits 
24 cans plus ice for enjoying a full 
day of activities.

Colors: Gray, Charcoal,  
Mint, Navy, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print 
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

16225
Koozie® Olympus 
Computer Backpack 
with Kooler 
Compartment

This water-resistant tarpaulin 
backpack gives easy access to your 
laptop with the top buckle closure. 
Keep items cool in the double-
zippered insulated compartment 
with a heat-sealed PEVA liner. 
The top carry handle and padded 
shoulder straps allow for easy 
transport. 

Colors: Gray, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

16241
Koozie® Olympus 
6-Can Kooler

This cooler can carry your lunch 
or up to six cans of  beverage! It's 
made of water-resistant tarpaulin 
fabric and features a main zippered 
compartment and a front zippered 
pocket. There's also plenty of room 
for ice. The wrapped carry handles 
and padded shoulder strap allow for 
easy transport. 

Colors: Charcoal, Gray,  
Hunter Green, Navy, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

16230
Koozie® Olympus 
9-Can Kooler Kit

Everything you need for a day trip! 
This kit include 2 Can Koolers and 
the outer Kooler Bag, all made of 
easy-to-wipe-clean tarpaulin. While 
staying outside, it will keep your 
lunch and drink cool with ice packs.

Colors: Charcoal, Gray,  
Mint, Navy, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

bags

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-olympus-computer-backpack-with-kooler-compartment-16225
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16192
Koozie® Lagoon  
Dual-Compartment 
Lunch Kooler

Colors: Tropical
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

15893C
Koozie® Tie-Dye 
Recreation Kooler

This trendy tie-dye polyester cooler 
is the perfect way to stand out in the 
lunch crowd! It features a front slip 
pocket, as well as two zippered main 
compartments with PEVA liners. 
You can also add in a couple of ice 
packs to help keep your food and 
beverages cold.

Colors: Black, Green, Royal 
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

Colors: Gray, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

16127
Koozie® Rogue 
Kooler Backpack

Tote your drinks and snacks with ease 
using this cooler backpack. Attention 
to the details, including a tarpaulin 
bottom for easy cleanup and padded, 
adjustable shoulder straps for 
carrying comfort, will make this 
your go-to adventure accessory.

This Koozie® cooler has a tropical 
theme. It has two main zippered 
compartments and four external 
pockets. The heat-sealed PEVA 
liner helps prevent leaks. It's made 
from RPET material that has  42% 
post-consumer recycled PET with a 
recycled content equivalent to 14 
plastic water bottles.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-rogue-kooler-backpack-16127
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-lagoon-dual-compartment-lunch-kooler-16192
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-tie-dye-recreation-kooler
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16209
Koozie® Triple-Carry 
Insulated Tote-Pack 
Kooler

Be sure to bring along the Koozie® 
Triple-Carry Insulated Tote-Pack 
Kooler for every time you need 
something kept hot or cold. You 
can sling it over your shoulder, 
carry it like a grocery bag, or use 
the convertible/adjustable straps 
to hold it flat or convert it into a 
backpack. The thermal liner has you 
covered while you run errands or 
enjoy a picnic at the lake. 

Colors: Black , Green, Red, 
Royal, Tan
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 96

15778
Koozie® 12-Can  
Duffel Kooler

This roomy duffel cooler holds 12 
cans plus much more and features a 
front slip pocket and two side mesh 
pockets for extra storage.

Colors: Black, Lime,  
Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

16042
Koozie® Chillin' 
Bluetooth® Speaker 
Kooler

This unusual combo makes chillin' 
at the beach or a backyard BBQ 
easy and fun. Fill the main zippered 
compartment with ice and your 
favorite beverages, pair the two 
Bluetooth® speakers mounted in 
the front pocket to your device, and 
relax the day away in style.

Colors: Black, Lime,  
Navy, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 12

bags
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16041
Koozie® Convertible 
Tote-Pack Kooler

Conveniently carry this kooler as a 
tote or a backpack.

Colors: Black, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

15658
Koozie® Tailgate  
Rolling Kooler

The zippered main compartment is 
large enough to carry your favorite 
tailgate items! The mesh pockets 
on the sides as well at the front 
zippered pocket provide additional 
storage. With a collapsible handle 
and 4 quality wheels, transporting 
is a breeze.

Colors: Charcoal, Green, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

15936
Koozie® Sport  
20-Can Kooler

This versatile cooler is great for any 
outdoor activity, whether it's a day 
at the beach or an evening at the 
campground. Multiple carry handles 
(top, side, and shoulder strap) make 
it easy to tote wherever the fun 
might take you.

Colors: Black, Navy, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-sport-20-can-kooler-15936
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-tailgate-rolling-kooler-15658
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-convertible-tote-pack-kooler-16041
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15644
Koozie® Easy-Open 
Kooler

This cooler is perfect for all events. 
The zippered main compartment 
allows full access to the main 
storage area. The lid has an 
incorporated hook-and-loop 
opening which allows easy access. 
The adjustable shoulder strap 
allows for universal use.

Colors: Charcoal, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 48

15937
Koozie® Wanderer  
25L Daypack

This outdoor backpack comes with 
all the bells and whistles. With 
multiple zippered pockets and the 
bungee cord feature, you can pack 
all of your necessities for the day!

Colors: Black, Lime,  
Orange, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

Color: Apple Green, Black, Gray, 
Hunter Green, Ice Blue, Maroon, 
Navy, Orange, Pink, Red, Royal, 
Seafoam Green, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 96

45036
Koozie® Six-Pack  
Kooler

Not just for beverages, the Koozie® 
Six-Pack Kooler is made of durable 
watertight construction and 
makes a great lunch companion. 
Available in multiple colors, you're 
sure to find one you love.

bags

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-wanderer-daypack-15937
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-easy-open-kooler-15644
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-six-pack-kooler-45036
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16236
KAPSTON® Town 
Square Slingpack

This premium sling pack is the right 
size for carrying all your essentials. 
It has a padded tablet sleeve to 
protect your electronic devices, an 
easy-reach front zippered pocket, 
and a secured back zippered pocket. 
Plus, its convertible straps change 
the look from a sling to a backpack.

Colors: Black, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

16234
KAPSTON® Town 
Square Backpack

This stylish backpack will help you 
stand out in any crowd! It features 
two front zippered pockets for 
additional storage, a laptop sleeve, 
and a fully padded back panel and 
padded shoulder straps for extra 
comfort.

Colors: Black, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

16235
KAPSTON® Town 
Square Duffel

This premium duffel has plenty of 
room for your clothes, gear, and 
other essentials thanks to the 
large main zippered compartment. 
Comes with a front zippered pocket 
and side pockets along with an 
interior mesh zippered pocket to 
keep smaller items organized. 
The back trolley strap allows for 
easy transport and the bottom 
compression straps are adjustable.

Colors: Black, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=16234
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=16235
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=16236
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16237
KAPSTON® Willow 
Recycled Duffel-Pack

Do your part for the planet by 
using this trendy, eco-conscious 
duffel-pack made of recycled PET 
materials. It includes a roomy 
main compartment and numerous 
pockets. Carry it as a backpack 
using  hidden straps inside the 
bottom pocket. 

Colors: Charcoal, Green, Tan
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

15852
KAPSTON® Stratford 
4-Wheeled 22" Carry-On

Pack for an overnight trip or 
weekend getaway with this upright 
4-wheeled carry-on! It is constructed 
with durable polyester fabric and 
features multiple pockets for extra 
storage.

Colors: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Deboss
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 6

bags

16193
KAPSTON® Willow  
Recycled Backpack

Colors: Charcoal, Green, Tan
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

Do your part for the planet. This 
trendy eco-conscious backpack  
is made of recycled PET fabrics.  
It's got everything you need for 
your multitasking life with interior  
organizing pockets, a front 
zippered pocket, two side pockets, 
and a fully lined inside with  
padded laptop sleeve. Reusing 
available materials saves  
resources and is one action we  
can all take to make the world  
a little greener.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=15852
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-willow-recycled-duffel-pack-16237
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-willow-recycled-backpack-16193
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Colors: Gray, Natural, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

16080
KAPSTON® San 
Marco Backpack

This premium cotton backpack has 
a stylish and sophisticated design 
that is perfect for work, school, or 
travel. Added details like its striped 
interior lining and leatherette and 
suede carry handles take it to the 
next level. 

15861
KAPSTON® Jaxon 
Backpack

The buckle and leatherette design 
accents on this rucksack-style 
backpack make it a fun everyday 
bag. Cinch it shut to keep your 
valuables secure as you are out  
and about.

Colors: Black, Blue
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

16045
KAPSTON® Jaxon 
Fanny Pack

Carry all your essentials on your 
next adventure in this trendy and 
versatile fanny pack with leatherette 
accents. Its adjustable waist strap 
with premium buckle closure helps 
keep your gear secure. 

Colors: Black, Blue
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-jaxon-backpack-15861
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-jaxon-backpack-15861
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-san-marco-backpack-16080
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15807
KAPSTON® Pierce 
Backpack

This upscale backpack has a stylish 
modern design. 600D Polyester 
with padded laptop sleeve fits most 
laptops up to 13", and its padded 
straps make carrying it a breeze.

Colors: Gray, Navy, Graphite
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print 
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

16082
KAPSTON® San 
Marco Duffel

Color: Gray, Natural, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

Pack in style for your next vacation. 
This premium cotton duffel has 
added details like striped interior 
lining and leatherette and 
suede carry handles for added 
sophistication. 

15806
KAPSTON® Pierce 
Briefcase

This modern and subtle briefcase is 
ideal to carry your laptop and other 
important documents while you are 
traveling.

Colors: Gray, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

bags

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-san-marco-duffel-16082
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-pierce-backpack-15807
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-pierce-briefcase-15806
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Colors: Charcoal,  
Hunter Green, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

AP8400ECO
Recycled PET  
TranSport It Tote

This eco-conscious tote makes it 
easy to stay organized with front 
slip pocket, a mesh water bottle 
pocket, a side cell phone pocket, and 
pen and business card pockets. The 
main compartment has plenty of 
room and zips shut. Shoulder-length 
handles make it easy to carry.

Colors: Charcoal,  
Hunter Green, Navy 
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

AP6810ECO
Recycled PET Center  
Court Duffel

Gear up for a weekend getaway or a 
trip to the gym with this eco-minded 
duffel. It has a zippered main 
compartment and slip pockets on 
the front for convenient accessibility. 
Use either the shoulder strap or 
fabric-wrapped handles. 

Colors: Black, Navy,  
Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

AP8400C
Two-Tone TranSport 
It Tote

Stay organized on the go with this 
stylish tote. It's got you covered with 
a front slip pocket, pen & business 
card pockets, mesh  water bottle 
pocket, and side cell phone pocket.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/recycled-pet-center-court-duffel-ap6810eco
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/recycled-pet-transport-it-tote-ap8400eco
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/two-tone-transport-it-tote
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AP5080C
Two-Tone Cutie 
Patootie Slingpack

Throw all your necessities into the 
zippered pocket of this right-sized 
slingpack for a day of hands-free 
fun. Its two-tone design keeps you 
looking stylish while the extra-wide 
strap adjusts to fit comfortably over 
your shoulder.

Colors: Black, Navy,  
Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

AP8520
Riprock Ripstop Tote

This stylish large tote is complete 
with a full length slip pocket, bungee 
and cordlock on front pocket, and 
two front pockets with mesh trim.

Colors: Charcoal, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

bags

This eco-conscious backpack is 
just the right size for a day trip. 
Made of 73% post-consumer 
recycled PET, you can feel 
good carrying it around town. 
Reusing available materials 
saves resources and is one 
action we can all take to make 
the world a little greener.

Colors: Charcoal,  
Hunter Green, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

AP5040ECO
Recycled PET On  
The Move Backpack

bags

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/recycled-pet-on-the-move-backpack-ap5040eco
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/two-tone-cutie-patootie-slingpack-ap5080c
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/riprock-ripstop-tote-ap8520
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AP5004
PeeWee Backpack

Great for back to school! Features 
a headphone port to listen to music 
on the go!

Colors: Apple Green, Black,  
Charcoal, Orange, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

Colors: Gray, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

AP8029
Stripe Diaper  
Tote-Pack

This trendy diaper tote-pack 
includes a striped changing pad and 
multiple interior compartments. You 
can carry it as a tote or convert it 
to a backpack with the detachable 
back straps.

AP9009
Stripe Diaper Changing 
Travel Pouch/Mat

This ultimate diaper-changing 
tool features an easy-to-clean 
detachable changing pad and two 
mesh pockets for holding diapers 
and wipes. The front zippered 
pocket is perfect for your personal 
items. Simply drop the pouch in your 
bag, strap it to your wrist, or clip it 
to your stroller and go! 

Colors: Gray, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/stripe-diaper-tote-pack-ap8029
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=ap9009
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/peewee-backpack-ap5004
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AP7009
Brightwater  
Dual-Compartment 
Tote-Pack Cooler

This dual-compartment cooler 
backpack has shoulder-length 
handles and adjustable  straps! 
Items are easy to access thanks 
to a top drawstring closure with 
grommets. It also features a front 
slip pocket and double-zippered 
insulated lower compartment with  
a heat-sealed PEVA liner. 

Colors: White, Gray, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

AP7008
Cooler Placemat

This item has a zippered main 
compartment, a front zippered 
pocket, and a side mesh pocket. 
It also features an inner PEVA liner 
that contains an EPA-registered 
antimicrobial additive that protects 
the inner lining by suppressing 
the growth of bacteria, algae, 
fungi, mold, and mildew. Simply 
unzip the cooler to transform it 
into a placemat. 

Colors: Apple Green,  
Black, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

16232
Laminated Heathered 
Non-Woven Grocery 
Tote

Perfect for a quick trip to the market, 
this heathered tote is great for 
carrying groceries and other items. 
The front pocket provides extra 
storage, while the shoulder-length 
handles and reinforced bottom 
panel allow you to carry everything 
without any hassle. Thanks to the 
laminated patterned fabric, this bag 
can be easily wiped clean.

Colors: Black, Hunter Green, 
Navy, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

bags

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/brightwater-dual-compartment-tote-pack-cooler
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/cooler-placemat
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=16232
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45624
Grocery Tote

Reusable. The perfect tote for a 
quick trip to the market.

Colors: Black, Chocolate, 
Gray, Kelly Green, Hunter 
Green, Lime, Navy, Orange, 
Pink, Purple, Red, Royal, Tan, 
Teal, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

15916
Mega Grocery Tote

Take this XL reusable tote with you 
during your next grocery store visit!

Colors: Black, Hunter Green, 
Kelly Green, Lime, Navy,  
Orange, Red, Royal, Tan, 
White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

15039
Nylon Drawstring 
Backpack

This is a fun simple backpack to 
stuff and go! As our most popular 
bag, it's great for a company or golf 
event, theme parks, education, team 
sports, and more!

Colors: Black, Bright Orange, 
Burgundy, Carolina Blue,  
Charcoal, Dark Green, Dark 
Orange, Lime, Navy, Pink,  
Purple, Red, Royal, Teal, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/drawstring-backpack-15039
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/grocery-tote-45624
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/mega-grocery-tote-15916
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16158
Two-Tone Quick 
Fanny Pack

This stylish fanny pack has two 
compartments to carry all your 
essentials, and the interior 
mesh pocket allows for easier 
organization. Strap it around your 
waist or use the adjustable strap  
to convert it to a sling.

Colors: Black, Navy, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 75

16083
Challenger Slingpack

This sport slingpack is great to hold 
your essentials while at the gym or 
on-the-go.

Colors: Black, Navy,  
Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

bags

Colors: Charcoal, Blue, 
Maroon, Tan
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

16007
Two-Tone 
Utility Tote

This versatile utility tote is great 
for carrying groceries, sports 
equipment, beach necessities, and 
much more. It collapses for easy 
storage.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/challenger-slingpack-16083
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/two-tone-utility-tote-16007
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=16158
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15763
Clear Backpack

This roomy backpack is a great  
way to transport school supplies 
and more. 

Colors: Black, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

15735
Clear Game Tote

This is perfect for fans packing their 
stadium and event day items safely 
but also works perfectly for school 
and outdoor events.

Colors: Black, Blue, Forest 
Green, Green,  Navy, Orange, 
Purple, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

16075
Clear Fanny Pack

This clear fanny pack with 
adjustable waist strap is the perfect 
way to hold all your essentials on 
the go. Wear it around your waist or 
as a sling.

Colors: Clear/Black, Clear/Forest 
Green, Clear/Navy, Clear/Red, 
Clear/Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/clear-fanny-pack-16075
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/clear-game-tote-2-15735
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/clear-backpack-15763
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know?DID YOU
On average, promo USBs are kept for 13 months. 
According to a Global Ad Impressions Study 2020 Edition 
www.asicentral.com/research/ad-impressions-study/

32498
SCX Design® Jumbo Wireless 
Power Bank 10000 mAh
Pg. 80

77

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-jumbo-wireless-power-bank-10000-mah


With high demand after a storm in their service 

area, a roofing company wanted to thank 

customers for their patience. When they did their 

on-site quote, they left behind not only a timeline 

of next steps but also the SCX Design® Maple 
Wood Wireless Power Bank 5000 mAh. The 

company liked the universal nature of the power 

bank and knew it would appeal to a broad range 

of clients. The maple wood trim and back gave 

it an upscale feel, and the RPET cables reflected 

the company’s environmental values. Finally, the 

included gift box made for a nice presentation 

when their team gave it to customers. Clients 

were delighted to receive such a useful gift and 

joked that it would come in handy the next time a 

storm rolled around.

case study

items are perfect for:
• Information Technology Firms
• Web Design Companies
• Software Engineering Firms
• Internet Service Providers
• Gaming Enthusiasts
• Strategy and Management Consultants

32494
SCX Design® Maple Wood 
Wireless Power Bank  
5000 mAh

Love this item?
Find it on page 80.

technologytechnology
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-maple-wood-wireless-power-bank-5000-mah-32494
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32490
SCX Design® Maple Wood 
Clever 5W Speaker

32495
SCX Design® Walnut 
Wood Wireless Earbuds 
and Charging Case

Color: Maple
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 15

Color: Walnut
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

Enjoy your favorite tunes for hours 
with this 5W wireless speaker 
with illuminated logo. The maple 
wood trim and rubberized finish 
give it a stylish, modern look. 
Includes an RPET charging cable, 
premium gift box, and 3-year 
warranty. Patent pending.

These waterproof wireless earbuds 
provide high-quality stereo sound 
for hours. Keep the earbuds 
charged with the accompanying 
walnut wood charging case 
that features an illuminated 
logo. Includes a charging cable, 
premium gift box, and 3-year 
warranty. Patent pending.

  

 

32483
SCX Design® Sound 
Bar 2X5W 
Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 5

Enjoy better sound from your TV 
with this 5.0 sound bar. Its sleek 
rubberized finish and light-up 
logo make it stylish, and a built-in 
microphone for teleconferencing 
lends extra function. Comes 
delivered in a  gift box with 
magnetic closure to make 
a real impression. Patent pending.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-sound-bar-2x5w-32483
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-sound-bar-2x5w-32483
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-walnut-wood-wireless-earbuds-and-charging-case
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-maple-wood-wireless-clever-speaker-5w-32490


32472
SCX Design® Notebook 
A5 with Power Bank 
4000 mAh

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

This multifunctional padfolio 
features a built-in 4000 mAh power 
bank with a 3-in-1 integrated 
charging cable for charging 
personal devices. The removable A5 
recycled paper notebook is ideal for 
jotting notes, and the light-up logo 
brings a bit of fun to everyday office 
life. Includes an RPET charging 
cable, a premium gift box, and 
3-year warranty. Patent pending.

32498
SCX Design® Jumbo 
Wireless Power Bank 
10,000 mAh

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

Power up your devices with this 
10,000 mAh jumbo capacity 
wireless power bank. It features 
a soft-touch rubber finish with a 
light-up logo that illuminates with 
a slight shake of the power bank. 
Includes a 3-in-1 RPET charging 
cable, premium gift box, and 
3-year warranty. Patent pending.

  

32494
SCX Design® Maple Wood 
Wireless Power Bank 
5000 mAh

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

Stand out from the rest with 
this 5000 mAh power bank that 
combines soft-touch rubber with 
a maple wood finish. It features a 
light-up logo that illuminates with 
a slight shake of the power bank.  
Includes a 3-in-1 RPET charging 
cable, premium gift box, and 
3-year warranty. Patent pending.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-notebook-a5-with-power-bank-4000-mah-32472
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-notebook-a5-with-power-bank-4000-mah-32472
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-notebook-a5-with-power-bank-4000-mah-32472
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-jumbo-wireless-power-bank-10000-mah
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-maple-wood-wireless-power-bank-5000-mah-32494
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-maple-wood-wireless-power-bank-5000-mah-32494
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32478
SCX Design® Power 
Bank Stick Wireless 
5000 mAh

This Qi-compatible, 5000 mAh 
wireless power bank has suction 
cups to hold your phone in place 
even when you are on the move. 
It features a soft-touch rubber 
finish with a light-up logo that 
illuminates with a slight shake of 
the power bank. Includes a 3-in-1 
RPET charging cable, premium 
gift box, and 3-year warranty. 
Patent pending.

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

 

32477
SCX Design® Slim 
Wireless Power Bank 
5000 mAh

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

This Qi-compatible, thin, and 
lightweight 5000 mAh wireless 
power bank gets the job done. 
It features a soft-touch rubber 
finish with a light-up logo that 
illuminates with a slight shake of 
the power bank.  Includes a 3-in-1 
RPET charging cable, premium 
gift box, and 3-year warranty. 
Patent pending.

 

32479
SCX Design® Power 
Bank Clever 5000 mAh

Add an extra touch of class with 
this sleek 5000 mAh power bank 
with metal trim. This item features 
a soft-touch rubber finish with a 
light-up logo that illuminates with 
a slight shake of the power bank. 
Includes a 3-in-1 RPET charging 
cable, premium gift box, and 
3-year warranty. Patent pending.

Colors: Black, Gold, 
Rose Gold, Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 15
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-power-bank-stick-wireless-5000-mah-32478
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-power-bank-stick-wireless-5000-mah-32478
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-slim-wireless-power-bank-5000-mah-32477
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-slim-wireless-power-bank-5000-mah-32477
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-power-bank-clever-5000-mah-32479
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-power-bank-clever-5000-mah-32479


Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 15

Charge your Qi-compatible devices 
while getting some work done 
with this wireless charging mouse 
pad. Featuring an illuminated 
logo, the mouse pad also includes 
an extra USB-A port, a charging 
cable, premium gift box, and 3-year 
warranty. Patent pending.

32473
SCX Design® 10W 
Induction Mouse Pad

 

32496
SCX Design® Wireless Charging 
Mouse & Wireless Charger

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

Easily work at your desk or on the go with this 
wireless mouse and charging base combination. 
The mouse is compatible with both Mac and PC 
and features an illuminated logo. The wireless 
charging base comes with 10W operating 
power and is compatible with Qi devices. 
Includes a charging cable, premium gift 
box, and 3-year warranty. Patent pending.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-10w-induction-mouse-pad-32473
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-10w-induction-mouse-pad-32473
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-wireless-charging-mouse-wireless-charger
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-wireless-charging-mouse-wireless-charger
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32492
SCX Design® Bamboo 
10W Wireless Charger

Color: Maple
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 15

Keep your devices fully charged 
with this Qi-compatible 10W 
wireless charger. The bamboo 
trim and illuminated logo make 
it a stylish addition to your work 
area. Includes an RPET charging 
cable, premium gift box, and 
3-year warranty. Patent pending.  

32493
SCX Design® Bamboo 10W 
Hexa Wireless Charger

Color: Maple
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 15

Power up your Qi-compatible 
devices with ease with this 10W 
wireless charger! The maple 
wood base and illuminated 
logo make it a stylish addition 
to your work desk. Includes an 
integrated RPET charging cable, 
premium gift box, and 3-year 
warranty. Patent pending.

  

32486
SCX Design® Maple Wood 
10W Wireless Charger

Color: Maple
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 15

Power up your devices with 
ease with this 10W wireless 
charger! Compatible with Qi 
devices, its maple wood base and 
illuminated logo make it a stylish 
addition to your work desk. 
Includes an RPET charging cable, 
premium gift box, and 3-year 
warranty. Patent pending.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-bamboo-10w-wireless-charger-32492
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-bamboo-10w-wireless-charger-32492
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-bamboo-10w-hexa-wireless-charger
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-bamboo-10w-hexa-wireless-charger
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-maple-wood-10w-wireless-charger-32486
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-maple-wood-10w-wireless-charger-32486


Colors: Blue, Red, White
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

The illuminated logo on these
smooth UV-coated and metal
cables makes the everyday task
of charging your devices a little
more fun. As a bonus, the cords
are made from RPET, making it an
eco-conscious choice. Both are 
compatible with Apple® 5-Pin, 
Micro-USB, and USB Type-C 
devices. The products come in a 
pouch. Patent pending.

 

32503
SCX Design® 3-in-1 
Travel Cable

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

Make the everyday task of 
charging your devices a little 
more fun with an illuminated 
logo. The flexible case allows 
you to easily store cables when 
not in use. This item includes 
a resealable pouch and 3-year 
warranty. Patent pending.  

32461
SCX Design® Eco 
Quatro Light Cable
32462
SCX Design® Eco 
Ring Light Cable

32462 Shown

 

32469
SCX Design® Wireless 
Charger & 4 Hub 2.0

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 15

This 2-in-1 wireless charger and 
USB hub features a practical 
rubber finish with a fun light-up 
logo. Use it in the office or on the 
road to charge your Qi-compatible 
devices while also connecting up 
to 4 devices at the same time. In-
cludes USB 2.0 ports, a Type-C 3.0 
adapter, a premium gift box, and 
3-year warranty. Patent pending.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-wireless-charger-4-hub-20-32469
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-wireless-charger-4-hub-20-32469
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-wireless-charger-4-hub-20-32469
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-3-in-1-travel-cable
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-3-in-1-travel-cable
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-eco-ring-light-cable-32462
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scx-design-eco-ring-light-cable-32462
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32402
On-The-Go PD Wireless 
Power Bank 10,000mAh

Colors: Black, Gray, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

This sleek-bodied 18W PD power 
bank allows you to charge up to 
three devices at the same time. 
It is compatible with numerous 
devices and intelligently adjusts 
the power output to match your 
device’s requirements.

 

  

32374
Aluminum HD 
Wireless Power 
Bank 10,000 mAh

Colors: Black, Gunmetal, Silver
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

Whether your device requires a 
cord or can charge wirelessly, 
this versatile power bank has 
you covered.

32272
Ring Power Bank 
10,000 mAh

Colors: Black, Gunmetal, Silver
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 20

Take your wireless charging with 
you anywhere you go with this 
Qi-enabled 10,000 mAh power 
bank. If you have a compatible 
device, simply lay it on the power 
bank to begin charging. If your 
device is not compatible, simply 
use it like a traditional power bank 
through connection cable. The 
wires are being cut. Don’t miss out.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/on-the-go-pd-wireless-power-bank-10000mah-32402
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/ring-power-bank-10000-mah-32272
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/aluminum-hd-wireless-power-bank-10000-mah-32374


This Koozie® branded Bluetooth® 
speaker, with its unique shape 
and compact size, allows you to 
take it almost anywhere. No need 
to worry about the sand on the 
beach. This versatile speaker is 
IP66 rated and is dustproof and 
waterproof! Enjoy its powerful 
sounds for up to 12 hours with its 
long play time capabilities.

32401
Koozie® Fabric Waterproof 
Bluetooth® Speaker

    

Colors: Black, Blue, Red
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 12

32266
Light-Up Logo Power 
Bank 10,000 mAh

This power bank shines brightly 
with an illuminated logo and can 
easily charge even the biggest 
phone battery multiple times. 
Perfect for business travelers, it is 
small enough to fit in your pocket, 
briefcase, backpack, or purse.

Color: Black, Gunmetal Gray
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 10

 

Koozie® is a registered 
trademark of Koozie Group.

   

32340
Waterproof Bluetooth® 
Speaker 

This bumpin’ Bluetooth® speaker
is IPX6 rated, which means you
can take it around and even in
the water without fear of damage. 
Break this guy out at your next 
pool party for up to 5 hours
of tunes. 

Colors: Black, Blue, Red
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 15
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/light-up-logo-power-bank-10000-mah-32266
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/waterproof-bluetooth-speaker-32340
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-fabric-waterproof-bluetooth-speaker-32401
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32403
Slide Truly Wireless 
Earbuds and 
Charging Case

These True Wireless Stereo (TWS) 
earbuds put out high-quality 
sound and fit neatly in a uniquely 
designed sliding box. Bluetooth® 
5.0 technology ensures a secure 
and stable connection.

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 15

   

32441
Polka Truly Wireless 
Earbuds

Enjoy clear voice calls or your
favorite music with these TWS
earbuds. Using the latest Bluetooth® 
5.0 technology, pairing happens 
automatically after the initial setup, 
with a strong connection between 
the earbuds and the source device.

   

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

32388
Bamboo Wireless 
Charging Pad with 
Phone Stand

This stylish wireless charging pad is 
made of real bamboo. It allows you 
to charge your Qi-enabled devices 
while also acting as a phone stand 
or desk accessory.

 

Color: Natural
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/slide-truly-wireless-earbuds-and-charging-case-32403
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/polka-truly-wireless-earbuds-32441
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bamboo-wireless-charging-pad-with-phone-stand-32388
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bamboo-wireless-charging-pad-with-phone-stand-32388


32458
Bamboo Magnet-Hold 
15W Wireless Charger

This magnetic wireless charger is 
made with sustainable bamboo, 
provides 15W fast-charging 
peak power delivery and holds 
compatible devices in place while 
they charge.

Color: Natural
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

  

15725
15" Laptop Sleeve

Secure your laptop into this 
zippered sleeve for easy on-the-go 
connectivity. It’s made from 3 mm 
imitation neoprene for a sleek look.

Colors: Black, Gray, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

 

32408
All-Over Charging 
Cable 2A

This hardworking charging cable 
has 3 outputs and comes with 
2-way inputs (USB-A and USB-C) 
that fit most wall chargers. 
Measuring 3 feet with a maximum 
2A output, you’ll have ample 
length to reach the nearest outlet. 

Colors: Black, Blue, Gray, 
Light Blue, White
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bamboo-magnet-hold-15w-wireless-charger-32458
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bamboo-magnet-hold-15w-wireless-charger-32458
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eeting

know?DID YOU
Results of good meetings can be felt 2.5 years later. 
10 Meeting Facts That Will Blow Your Mind 
www.meetric.app/blog/10-meeting-facts-that-will-blow-your-mind

16226
Value Card Pocket 
Notebook with 
Element Slim Pen
Pg. 98

89

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/copy-of-value-notebook-with-joy-pen
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Wanting to kick off their new sustainability 

efforts on the right foot, a law firm provided each 

employee with a supply of both the Souvenir® 
Sticky Note™ 4" x 3" Pad, 25 Sheet and the 

RPET Dart Pen with Mobius Loop. 

The team leading the project wanted 

to make sure that office essentials, 

as they were used up, were replaced 

with greener options. They liked that 

the backer on the adhesive notepads 

reinforced the company’s message, making 

it clear to employees that the paper is  

FSC®-certified. The RPET Dart Pen was 

the perfect companion with its Mobius loop. 

Employees were excited to hear about and see in 

action the firm’s commitment to sustainability.

case study items are perfect for:

P4A3A25
Souvenir® Sticky Note™  
4" x 3" Pad, 25 sheet

56041
RPET Dart Pen  
with Mobius Loop

Love these items?
Visit kooziegroup.com for details.

office & meetingoffice & meeting
• Law Firms
• Teachers
• Oncology and Cancer Centers

• Mortgage Services
• Leasing Offices
• Credit Card Companies

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-4-x-3-adhesive-notepad-25-sheet-pad-p4a3a25
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/recycled-pet-dart-pen-56041
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SNC3A
Souvenir® Sticky Note™  
3" x 3" x 1-1/2" Cube

You won't know how you stayed 
organized before this adhesive  
cube showed up on your desk. The 
vibrant full-color printing on all four 
sides brings a pop of color to even 
the drabbest office environment.

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 90

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing 
P3A3A25 Minimum: 250 
P3A3A50 Minimum: 250
P3A3A100 Minimum: 500
Set-Up: FREE

P3A3A25 - 25 Sheets
P3A3A50 - 50 Sheets
P3A3A100 - 100 Sheets
Souvenir® Sticky Note™  
3" x 3" Pad 

You’ll find this office essential 
on desks and kitchen tables 
the world over. Organize lists, 
leave yourself reminders, even 
create a mural  - the possibilities 
are endless with high-quality 
Souvenir® Sticky Note™ pads.

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 250

NS4A6A25 - 25 Sheets
NS4A6A50 - 50 Sheets
Souvenir® 4" x 6"  
Scratch Pad

Keep this notepad close by for 
jotting a to-do list or writing yourself 
a reminder. You'll want more than 
one of these around your home or 
office when inspiration strikes.  

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-3-x-3-adhesive-notepad-25-sheet-pad-p3a3a25
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-3-x-3-x-3-adhesive-cube-snc3a
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-4-x-6-non-adhesive-scratch-pad-25-sheet-pad-ns4a6a25


*This product does not protect users or others from disease causing bacteria, viruses, or germs.
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Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 250

MGCLL20 - 20 Mil
Calendar Magnet

This convenient magnet and 
calendar combo is perfect for 
the home or office. Stick it to any 
magnetic surface for the ultimate 
at-a-glance planning tool.

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

MPAB1A
PrevaGuard™ 
Mouse Pad*
(7-1/2" x 8-1/2") 

This PrevaGuard™ product 
contains an antimicrobial agent 
that suppresses the growth 
of fungi, bacteria, mold, and 
mildew to protect the mouse 
pad and extend its life. Its 
polyester material is not only 
durable but vibrantly displays  
a full-color imprint.

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 500

MGBC20 - 20 Mil
MGBC30 - 30 Mil
4-Color Process  
Business Card Magnets

This colorful magnet will bring 
a bit of pizzazz to any magnetic 
surface. Use it to keep important 
papers and notes within reach.

NS5A7A25 - 25 Sheets
NS5A7A50 - 50 Sheets
Souvenir®  5" x 7"  
Scratch Pad

Make your list and check it twice. 
This must-have notepad is perfect 
for home, school, or office. 

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 250

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-5-x-7-non-adhesive-scratch-pad-25-sheet-pad-ns5a7a25
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/good-value-20-mil-4-color-process-business-card-magnet-mgbc20
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/good-value-antimicrobial-mouse-pad-7-12-x-8-12-mpab1a
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/good-value-20-mil-calendar-magnet-mgcll20
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MP1A - 1/8"
Fabric Surface  
Mouse Pad  
(7-1/2" x 8-1/2")

The thick rubber base and soft 
fabric surface of this mouse pad 
make it a comfortable place to 
click. Its full-color imprint brings a 
splash of color to any office space. 

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

MPFR2A - 1/8"
Firm Surface  
Mouse Pad  
(8" x 9-1/2")

Made with firm rubber and 
polyester, this classic rectangular 
mouse pad is suitable for any 
type of mouse. Its durable surface 
displays a vivid full-color message. 

MPP50
Paper Mouse Pad
50 Sheets

Jot down notes in the most 
convenient place—right under your 
hand! This mouse pad includes a 
full-color imprint, a 50-sheet pad, 
and a nonslip chipboard backing.

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/good-value-18-fabric-surface-mouse-pad-7-12-x-8-12-mp1a
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/good-value-18-firm-surface-mouse-pad-8-x-9-12-mpfr2a
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/good-value-paper-mouse-pad-50-sheets-mpp50
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Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

This completely customizable  
folder  keeps your papers  
organized. Includes an interior 
business card slot.

32170
Gloss Paper Folder

This high-gloss folder comes in  
10 colors to hold your information 
in style and includes an interior 
business card slot. 

Colors: Black, Burgundy, 
Dark Blue, Hunter Green, 
Orange, Purple, Red, Silver, 
White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Foil Stamp
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

32171
Full-Color Paper Folder

65068
Promo Retractable  
Badge Holder

Make fumbling for your badge a 
thing of the past. Featuring bright 
colors and secure clips and snaps, 
this retractable badge holder is 
as attractive as it is practical. An 
excellent little tool to keep your 
badge, ID, keys, or other small  
items nice and handy. 

Colors: Black, Blue, Red,  
Translucent Black,  
Translucent Blue,  
Translucent Green, 
Translucent Orange,  
Translucent Purple,  
Translucent Red, White 
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 500

Colors: Black, Blue, Burgundy, 
Gray, Green, Ivory, White
Standard Decoration: 
Foil Stamp
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

32169
Linen Paper Folder

This attractive linen folder comes 
in a variety of colors to hold your 
information in style and includes  
an interior business card slot.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/linen-paper-folder-32169
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gloss-paper-folder-32170
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/promo-retractable-badge-holder-65068
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/full-color-paper-folder-32171
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30309
Ultra Clip
Colors: Translucent Blue, 
Translucent Green, Translucent 
Purple, Translucent Red, 
White/Black, White/Blue, 
White/Lime, White/Red
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

You can never have enough 
of these magnetic clips 
around the office, house, 
or school. Use them to post 
your grocery list, display 
treasured artwork, or keep 
your favorite snacks fresh.
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Color: Black, Blue, Dark Green, 
Green, Light Green, Pink, Red, 
White, Yellow, Custom Color 
Standard Decoration: 
Sublimation
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 200

32487
1/2" Recycled  
"Fine Print" Lanyard
32488
3/4" Recycled  
"Fine Print" Lanyard
32489
1" Recycled  
"Fine Print" Lanyard

This sturdy lanyard, made of 
recycled polyester, is the perfect 
choice for the eco-conscious. Its 
multiple uses make it suitable for 
schools, conferences, businesses, 
and more. Visit kooziegroup.com to 
see all the options that make this 
lanyard the one you need. 

Metal Lobster 
Claw w/O-Ring

(Extra Charge)

Split Ring 
(Standard)

Plastic Contoured 
Breakaway Clasp

(Extra Charge)

Metal Bulldog 
Clip w/Swivel 
(Extra Charge)

Metal Bulldog Clip
(Extra Charge)

Plastic Pen 
Holder/Loop

(Extra Charge)

Metal Swivel  
J Hook

(Extra Charge)

Split Ring w/
Vinyl Strap

(Extra Charge)

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/12-recycled-fine-print-lanyard-32487
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/ultra-clip-30309
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32288
Office Fun Game Set

Keep this game set at the office or 
take it when you travel. Inside the 
wooden box is everything you need 
for a mean game of cards, dice, 
chess, checkers, dominoes,  
or cribbage.

Colors: Natural/White
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

The 10-in-1 Office Supply Kit is 
perfect for school, home, or office. 
The kit includes almost everything 
you need to stay organized 
at your desk, including paper 
clips, scissors, a stapler, a pencil 
sharpener, and a staple remover.

Colors: Clear/Translucent 
Blue, Clear/Translucent Red
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

32148
10-in-1 Office 
Supply Kit

16204
Souvenir® Daven 
Journal with Daven 
Pen

Colors: Blue, Black, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

Whether you need to jot down an 
important reminder or make a 
quick to-do list, you’ll always be 
ready to write with this journal 
and pen combo! The journal 
features a leatherette cover, a 
magnetic closure, an expandable 
pocket on the inside back cover, 
and 80 sheets of FSC-certified 
lined paper. The pen can be easily 
stored in the accompanying spine 
pen loop. The FSC® label means 
that the materials used for this 
product come from well-managed 
FSC®-certified forests and other 
controlled sources.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/10-in-1-office-supply-kit-32148
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-daven-journal-with-daven-pen-16204
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/office-fun-game-set-32288
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16165
Souvenir® Journal  
with Rayley Pen

The high-end look of this foil and 
embossed notebook pairs well 
with the companion Rayley pen. 
The bonus expandable pocket on 
the inside back cover provides the 
perfect storage spot for important 
notes and information.

Colors: Black, Blue, Red, Gray, 
Orange
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

Colors: Black, Blue, Red, Purple
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

16166
Souvenir® Notebook  
with Vertex Pen

This plastic-cover notebook comes 
with all the bells and whistles! It 
boasts an inserted pen, interior 
pocket, 4 colored dividers, and 
100 sheets of lined paper. Use the 
elastic closure to keep everything 
neat and tidy as you go about your 
busy day.

The tailored style of the 
Pierce journal lends an air of 
sophistication, whether taking 
notes in a meeting or the 
classroom. The lined paper helps 
keep your handwriting neat and 
organized.

Colors: Gray
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

15929
Prime Journal  
with Soca Pen

This premium notebook/pen 
combo is a great giveaway for 
any show or meeting. It features 
a leatherette cover, expandable 
pocket on the inside back cover, 
and a matching bookmark and 
elastic band closure.

Color: Black, Blue, Burgundy, 
Dark Green, Navy, Purple,  
Red, Silver, Turquoise, White
Standard Decoration: 
Debossed
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

16018
KAPSTON® Pierce 
Journal

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-journal-with-rayley-pen-16165
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/souvenir-notebook-with-vertex-pen-16166
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-pierce-journal-16018
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/prime-journal-with-soca-pen-15929
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Take this mini notebook/pen combo 
with you when space is limited. Its 
bookmark, elastic band closure, and 
50 sheets of lined paper will keep 
you organized throughout the day.

Colors: Black, Blue, Gray, 
Lime, Navy, Red
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

By adding your card to the clear 
name card holder on the front, you 
can truly make this notebook your 
own! Plus, it comes with a matching-
colored Element Slim Pen so you'll 
always be ready to write.

Colors: Black, Blue, Gray, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 150

15960
Mini Value Notebook 
with Joy Pen

16226
Value Card Pocket 
Notebook with 
Element Slim Pen

15928
Value Notebook 
with Joy Pen

This 5" x 7" notebook/pen combo is 
great to throw in your bag when on 
the go. It features a leatherette cover 
and matching bookmark and elastic 
band closure.

Colors: Black, Blue, Gray, 
Green, Lime, Navy, Orange, 
Purple, Red
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 150

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/copy-of-value-notebook-with-joy-pen
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/value-notebook-with-joy-pen-15928
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/mini-value-notebook-with-joy-pen-15960#
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Colors: Black, Burgundy, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 150

16131
Notion Journal

This note-taking combo features 
a #55322 Metallic Element Pen for 
a little pizzazz. The elastic-band 
closure and bookmark match the 
leatherette cover for a seamless 
look. It includes 80 sheets of lined 
ivory-colored paper.

The right-sized journal to use at 
meetings that also includes two 
pockets!

Colors: Burgundy, Gray, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

Colors: Black, Blue, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Deboss
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

16162
PrevaGuard™ Notebook 
with Ion Stylus Pen*

This handy combo is great to take 
while you're out and about. Both 
the white-and-color blocking cover 
on the notepad and the barrel of 
the pen contain an EPA-registered 
antimicrobial additive that is 
molded directly into them, which 
protects the product itself by 
suppressing the growth of bacteria, 
molds, mildew and fungi.

16031
Two-Pocket Journal

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/notion-journal-16131
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/prevaguard-notebook-with-ion-stylus-pen-16162
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/two-pocket-journal-16031


15988
Cork Accent Journal

Colors: Gray, Green, Teal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

This unique leatherette and cork 
journal has a modern feel. Its 
attached pen loop keeps your 
writing instrument handy for 
when inspiration strikes.
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This handy notebook comes decked 
out with a detachable ruler and Sil-
ver Cool Grip Stylus Pen inserted into 
an elastic pen loop. The compact 
size makes it the perfect companion 
at important meetings.

Colors: Black, Blue, Lime
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

This handy notebook is ideal for 
campus or business settings. Its 
plastic cover makes it durable, 
and its 5 different tabs keep you 
organized.

Colors: Black, Blue, Red, 
White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

15782
5" x 7" Ruler 
Notebook with Flags 
and Stylus Pen

15855
Spiral Notebook 
with Tabs

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/cork-accent-journal-15988
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/5-x-7-ruler-notebook-with-flags-and-stylus-pen-2-15782
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/spiral-notebook-with-tabs-15855
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The leatherette cover on this sleek 
notebook gives it a sophisticated 
look. Use it to take notes at your 
next meeting or leave it on your 
nightstand as a gratitude journal.

Colors: Black, Gray, Green, 
Navy, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

This sturdy compact vinyl padfolio 
has a textured finish and stitched 
details to give it a premium look. 
The interior organizer has lots of 
options for keeping your business 
essentials together and includes a 
5" x 8" notepad for jotting important 
information.

Colors: Black, Navy, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Deboss
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

15979
KAPSTON® Natisino  
Zippered Padfolio

This durable and stylish leatherette 
zippered padfolio will turn heads at 
your next meeting. Inside you'll find 
lots of organizing features and an 8 
1/2" x 11" writing pad to keep you on 
track even on your busiest days.

Colors: Black, Tan
Standard Decoration: 
Deboss
Click Image for Pricing)
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

15908
Soft Cover Spiral 
Notebook

15826
Arrow Jr. Padfolio

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/soft-cover-spiral-notebook-15908
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/arrow-jr-padfolio-15826
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/kapston-natisino-zippered-padfolio-15979
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This sleek padfolio has a unique 
pebble-grain vinyl cover that zips 
shut. Inside you'll find organizer 
pockets and a zippered mesh 
accessories pocket for all your gear. 
A calculator and writing pad are 
included.

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Deboss
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

Complete with interior pockets 
and an 8 1/2" x 11" writing pad, 
this stylish and functional zippered 
holder has you covered for your 
next big meeting.

Colors: Black, Hunter Green, 
Navy, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 96

45351
PolyPro TriFolio

Keep files and papers organized 
in this durable portfolio. The 
5-section accordion-style file and 
writing pad make this the perfect 
business accessory!

Colors: Gray, Lime, Purple, 
Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

AP4500
Monticello Padfolio

45240
SIgN wave® Zippered 
Pad Holder

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/monticello-padfolio-ap4500
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/polypro-trifolio-45351
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/sign-wave-zippered-pad-holder-45240
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know?DID YOU
62% of consumers own promotional calendars. 
According to a Global Ad Impressions Study 2020 Edition 
www.asicentral.com/research/ad-impressions-study/

1710
National Parks
Pg. 105

103

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/national-parks-1710


A large online father’s support group was looking 

for products to add to their merch store. They 

thought the Dad Jokes calendar was the perfect 

fit – and they were right! The calendar generated a 

lot of buzz and sold out fast. Luckily, the group was 

able to order more calendars to add to their online 

store in time for the holidays. In social media 

posts, members of the groups shared their own 

dad jokes and how they were using the calendars 

to commemorate their children’s milestones. The 

group plans to place an even larger order this year.

case study

7082
Dad Jokes

Love this item?
Find it on page 110.

™

items are perfect for:
• Political Firms
• Home Improvement
• Learning Services
• Guidance Counselors
• Financial Services
• Cruise Lines

calendarscalendars
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This eye-catching calendar inspires 
optimism, vision, teamwork, 
and excellence. Its dynamic 
photographs, inspirational quotes, 
and sleek pad design will keep you 
motivated day after day.

1600 
Motivations

Standard Decoration:  
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

    

Explore the beauty of America’s 
diverse national parks. Each 
month lets you escape to another 
natural wonder.

1710 
National Parks

Standard Decoration:  
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

     

Renowned artist Tim Cox brings 
the American West to life in this 
calendar. His life-like depictions of 
the contemporary cowboy hang in 
museums across the United States 
and can now hang in your office 
or home.

1900 
American West 
by Tim Cox

Standard Decoration:  
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

    

Hit the links with this inspiring 
calendar featuring courses from 
across the United States. Each 
month includes information about 
the featured hole.

1350 
Golf

Standard Decoration:  
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/motivations-1600
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/national-parks-1710
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/american-west-by-tim-cox-2-1900
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/golf-10-1350
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Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

This captivating 13-month 
calendar showcases the natural 
beauty found across America.

400 - Spiral
800 - Stapled
Scenic America®

800 - Stapled

   

Take a trip around the 
world as you explore the 
popular travel destinations 
highlighted in this calendar.804 - Stapled 

Destination Dreams®

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

   

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

Find serenity with this calendar 
that combines King James 
Bible verses with inspirational 
scenic images.406 - Spiral

806 - Stapled
Reflections

806 - Stapled

   

Return to the days of innocence 
with these Norman Rockwell 
images. Each one tells a story 
worth pausing to take in.402H - Spiral

802H - Stapled
Norman Rockwell

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

802H - Stapled

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scenic-america-appointment-calendar-800
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/destination-dreams-appointment-calendar-804
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/reflections-non-denominational-appointment-calendar-806
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/norman-rockwell-appointment-calendar-802h
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The adorable images of 
puppies and kittens on this 
13-month calendar will 
make you smile each time 
you see it.

410 - Spiral
810 - Stapled 
Four Paws

These delicious recipes give 
cooks fresh ideas every time a 
page is turned.

827 - Stapled
Cooking

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

810 - Stapled

829 - Stapled

Standard Decoration:  
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

© Ken Zylla. Courtesy of MHS Licensing.

    

Heartwarming paintings by 
nationally acclaimed artist 
Ken Zylla are featured in 
this engaging journey down 
memory lane.429 - Spiral

829 - Stapled 
America 
RememberedTM

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

829

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/america-remembered-appointment-calendar-829
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/cooking-appointment-calendar-827
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/four-paws-appointment-calendar-810
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Illustrations from The Saturday Evening Post by Norman Rockwell ©SEPS. Licensed by Curtis Licensing, Indianapolis, Indiana. All rights reserved.

7001 - Spiral
7201 - Stapled
7501 - Window
Landscapes of 
America

America’s scenic beauty 
leaps off the pages of this 
13-month calendar.

Standard Decoration: Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

    

7001 - Spiral

7047 - Spiral
7247 - Stapled
Agriculture

These 13 colorful images 
capture the beauty and 
serenity of rural life.

Standard Decoration: Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

    

7247 - Stapled

7539 - Window

Norman Rockwell’s illustrations 
for the cover of The Saturday 
Evening Post reflect moments 
of a by-gone era. This 13-month 
calendar includes some of his 
best-loved work.

Standard Decoration: Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

    

7039 - Spiral
7239 - Stapled
7539 - Window
The Saturday Evening 
Post Illustrations by 
Norman Rockwell

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/landscapes-of-america-english-spiral-7001
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/agriculture-stapled-7247
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/the-saturday-evening-post-window-7539
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7063 - Spiral
7263 - Stapled
7563 - Window
Wildlife Portraits 

Enjoy 13 striking images of North 
America’s wild animals in their 
native habitats.

Standard Decoration: Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

     
7063

7063 - Spiral

7005 - Spiral
7205 - Stapled
Muscle Thunder

Relive the excitement of 
the muscle car era as 13 
powerful street cars rev to 
life on this calendar. 

    

Standard Decoration: Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

7205 - Stapled

7073 - Spiral
7273 - Stapled
7573 - Window
Healthy Living 

Get your healthy on. Each month 
you’ll be treated to a beautiful 
landscape image and a tip for 
improving your health.

Standard Decoration: Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

    

7573 - Window

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/wildlife-portraits-spiral-7063
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/muscle-thunder-stapled-7205
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/healthy-living-window-7573
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7082 - Spiral
7282 - Stapled
Dad Jokes

Crack a joke and a smile 
every day with this 13-month 
Dad Jokes calendar. 

     

Standard Decoration: Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

7080 - Spiral
7280 - Stapled
Flowers

Get up-close and personal with 
nature’s beauties with this 
13-month Flowers calendar.

     

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

7080 - Spiral

7082 - Spiral

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=7080*
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/search?searchType=All&q=7082*
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3206 
Scenes of America

The scenic images on this large-
format calendar will kindle your 
patriotic spirit.

   

Standard Decoration:  
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 50

3108 
American Splendor 
with Date Blocks

Enjoy the splendor of America 
with this beautiful calendar. With 
photographs of various locations 
from across the country, you’ll visit 
some of your favorite spots and get 
to know new places, too.

    

Standard Decoration:  
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 25

3204 
American West 
by Tim Cox

Renowned artist Tim Cox brings 
the American West to life in this 
calendar. His life-like depictions of 
the contemporary cowboy hang in 
museums across the United States 
and can now hang in your office 
or home.   

Standard Decoration:  
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 50

The beauty of America is 
showcased on this large-format 
calendar.

   

Standard Decoration:  
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 25611 

Our Beautiful 
America®

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/american-splendor-with-date-blocks-3108
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scenes-of-america-3206
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/our-beautiful-america-executive-calendar-611
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/american-west-by-tim-cox-3204
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2102 
Motivations

   

Motivating quotes and 
breathtaking photos set no limits 
on the popularity of this calendar. 
The gloss stock has an enhanced 
finish making this an upscale 
calendar that is sure to impress 
customers and employees.

Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 50

2103 
The Saturday Evening 
Post Illustrations by 
Norman Rockwell

   

The Saturday Evening Post 
Illustrations by Norman Rockwell. 
The famous and popular prints 
make this calendar a must-have. 
Virtually any business can utilize 
the nostalgic theme of Norman 
Rockwell Illustrations from The 
Saturday Evening Post.

Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 50

2302 
American Splendor

   

Impress customers easily with 
this calendar, which features 12 
different, beautiful American 
scenes. The date pad offers ample 
space for appointments and notes.

Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 50

   

Ken Zylla displays his unique 
ability to capture cherished 
memories of America’s past in this 
nostalgic calendar.

Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 50179 

America 
RememberedTM

Illustrations from The Saturday Evening Post by Norman Rockwell ©SEPS. Licensed by Curtis Licensing, Indianapolis, Indiana. All rights reserved.   © Ken Zylla. Courtesy of MHS Licensing.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/motivations-2-2102
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/the-saturday-evening-post-2-2103
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/america-remembered-executive-appointment-calendar-179
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/american-splendor-3-2302
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To comply with guidelines established by the Martin Luther King Jr. Estate, the 6703 may not be used by advertisers who promote firearms, liquor, or tobacco or be printed with ads that contain copy deemed offensive or inappropriate.

6702 
Scenic Almanac

    

This superb weather watcher’s 
calendar is filled with useful 
information such as weather 
forecasts, planting dates, and 
prime fishing days. The almanac 
pad includes sunrise and sunset 
times, moon phases and times, 
and much more.

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

5333 
Full Color Stick Up

   

This vibrant full-color calendar 
is perfect for home and office. Its 
compact size is perfect for any 
space. With over 20 different die 
cut shapes, this calendar packs a 
lot of personality in a small space.

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

Top Sheet

5323 
2-Color Stick Up Grid

  

This compact calendar is perfect 
for home and office. Sticks in 
vehicles or on file cabinets, 
refrigerators, and more. With over 
20 different die cut shapes, this 
calendar packs a lot of personality 
in a small space.

Stick Up Vinyl Colors: Beige, 
Black, Gray, Green, Light Blue, 
Navy, Red, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Foil Stamp
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

Top Sheet

6703
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

6703 -  Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr.

6704 - Family
6705 - Barack Obama
African-American 
Heritage

Celebrate the accomplishments 
of African Americans with this 
detailed, educational calendar. 
Every date highlights an event in 
Black history, and monthly bios 
delve deeper into the fascinating 
lives of some of America’s most 
prominent African Americans.

    

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 150

6703
6705

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/african-american-heritage-dr-m-luther-king-jr-6703
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/scenic-almanac-6702
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/2-color-stick-up-grid-english-13-month-5323
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/full-color-stick-up-english-grid-5333
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4152 
American Splendor 
Pocket

     

Always popular, each month of 
this handy calendar features a 
beautiful photograph from one of 
America’s most scenic places along 
with a convenient storage pocket.

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

4156
The Saturday Evening 
Post Illustrations by 
Norman Rockwell 
Pocket    

The Saturday Evening Post 
Illustrations by Norman Rockwell 
- Handi Pocket. This pocket 
calendar stands out, thanks 
to incomparable art from an 
American legend. The pocket 
feature adds to the value and 
usefulness of this lovely calendar.

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

4000 
Farm Pocket

    

Convenient design, quality 
construction, and detailed 
agricultural information make 
this calendar a great choice!

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

Back
Prints 562 Green

   

The charming artwork of Ken Zylla 
gives this practical calendar a 
nostalgic feel.

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100506 

America 
RememberedTM 
Pocket

Illustrations from The Saturday Evening Post by Norman Rockwell ©SEPS. Licensed by Curtis Licensing, Indianapolis, Indiana. All rights reserved.   © Ken Zylla. Courtesy of MHS Licensing.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/american-splendor-pocket-4152
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/the-saturday-evening-post-pocket-4156
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/america-remembered-pocket-calendar-506
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/farm-pocket-4000
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4251 
American Splendor 
Desk

     

Enjoy the splendor of America 
with this compact desktop 
calendar. With photographs of 
various locations from across the 
country, you’ll visit some of your 
favorite spots and get to know 
new places, too.

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

4277 
Simplicity Large Desk

   

Simply a beautiful desk calendar 
that customers will keep nearby 
at home or work all year.

Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

4303 
America’s Beauty 
Desk

  

This unique and eye-catching 
desk calendar offers big color in a 
compact size. The scenic beauty 
is always a popular and well-
received choice. The cover has a 
December calendar - perfect for 
early distribution.

Standard Decoration: 
Foil Stamp
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/american-splendor-desk-4251
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/americas-beauty-desk-4303
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/simplicity-large-desk-4277
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6100 - Black & White
6101 - Yellow & Black
6102 - Red & Black 
6103 - Orange & Black
6104 - Blue & Black
6105 - Green & Black
6108 - Patriotic
Contractor Memo

Rely on this giant planner to keep you 
on track. Its date blocks feature faint 
ruled lines along with symbols denoting 
the days elapsed and remaining in the 
year, work days remaining without 
Sunday & Saturday, and days  
remaining without Sunday.

Standard Decoration: Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 50

     
6100

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/black-white-contractor-memo-6100
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/blue-black-contractors-memo-13-sheet-6104
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/patriotic-contractor-memo-13-sheet-6108
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/red-black-contractors-memo-13-sheet-6102
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/green-black-contractors-memo-13-sheet-6105
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/yellow-black-contractors-memo-13-sheet-6101
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/orange-black-contractors-memo-13-sheet-6103
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6602 
Blue & Grey  
Commercial Planner

    

This 14-month calendar will help 
you stay on top of projects by 
keeping 3 months visible at once.

Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

6603 
Red & Blue  
Commercial Planner

    

This 14-month calendar will help 
you stay on top of projects by 
keeping 3 months visible at once.

Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

6106

6106 - Tan
6107 -  White
Decorator Memo

  

This calendar has large easy-to-
read dates and gives you plenty of 
room for jotting appointments and 
planning projects.

Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 50

6701
Large Almanac

   

This Almanac calendar offers 
weather information, sunrise and 
sunset times, best planting guides 
and best fishing days.

Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/decorator-memo-tan-6106
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/large-almanac-6701
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/blue-grey-commercial-planner-6602
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/red-blue-commercial-planner-6603
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6251

6200

6203
Span-A-Year

   

With a large imprint area, this 
calendar has maximum ad impact.

Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

6200 -  Laminated  
with Marker

6201 - Non-Laminated
Span-A-Year

     

This practical calendar allows 
you to see the entire year at a 
glance. Tinning at the top and 
bottom keeps it looking sharp 
all year. Includes a hanging loop 
at the top.  The 6200 features a 
laminated write-on / wipe-off 
surface with a marker.

Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

6201

6251 - Non-Laminated
6252 -  Laminated  

with Marker
Time Management 
Span-A-Year      

At a glance, this popular  
time-management calendar 
allows you to view date blocks 
for the entire year. Use it to stay 
on top of projects and upcoming 
appointments. The 6252 features 
a laminated write-on / wipe-off 
surface with a marker.

Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

6251

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/time-management-span-a-year-non-laminated-6251
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/span-a-year-laminated-with-marker-6200
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/span-a-year-2-6203
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6501 
Red & Black Desk Pad 
with Vinyl Corners

    

This calendar is the ultimate 
desk accessory, making it easy 
to stay on top of appointments 
and projects at a glance. Its vinyl 
corners provide both durability 
and an attractive frame. 

Vinyl Corner Colors: Black, 
Burgundy, Forest Green, Gray, 
Light Brown, Marine Blue, Red, 
Royal Blue 
Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 50

6550 
Vinyl Desk Pad

  

This desk pad has a pocket-
header made of heavy Suedene 
vinyl. The advertiser’s message 
is hot-stamped on the top giving 
repeated ad exposure. A clear vinyl 
pocket-footer provides a useful 
place to tuck cards or notes.

Vinyl Colors: Black, 
Burgundy, Navy 
Standard Decoration: 
Foil Stamp
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 50

   

The three different grid choices 
on this colorful desk pad offer 
something for everyone. Its vinyl 
corners keep it neat and tidy.

Vinyl Corner Colors: Black, 
Burgundy, Forest Green, Gray, 
Light Brown, Marine Blue, Red, 
Royal Blue 
Standard Decoration: 
Offset
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

6510 
Multi-Color Desk Pad

Grid C

Grid B

Grid A

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/red-black-desk-pad-with-vinyl-corners-6501
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/vinyl-desk-pad-6550
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/multi-color-desk-pad-6510
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Stay organized with the Monthly 
Planner. Each two-page spread 
displays an entire month and 
provides ample space for notes. 
Additional features include a one-
year planning calendar and space 
for frequently called numbers. 

8150 
Monthly Planner

Product Colors:  
Matte: Apple Red, Blue, Onyx 
Leatherette: Beach, Black, Burgundy, 
Green, Navy, Red, Royal, Yellow 
Standard Decoration: 
Foil Stamp
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

    

This slim and lightweight planner 
is perfect for busy people on the 
go. Lined dated blocks provide 
ample space for jotting notes and 
scheduling appointments.

8203 
Classic Monthly  
Planner

Product Colors:  
Matte: Blue, Onyx, Red 
Leatherette: Black, Burgundy, Navy  
Standard Decoration: 
Foil Stamp
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

   

This planner features one week 
of daily memo space on each 
two-page spread and includes 
other helpful tools like a business 
expense ledger, United States 
postal information, and more.

8103 
Classic Weekly  
Desk Planner

Product Colors:  
Matte: Blue, Onyx, Red 
Leatherette: Black, Burgundy, Navy  
Standard Decoration: 
Foil Stamp
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 100

   

Stay organized with this 14-month 
planner. Each two-page spread 
displays an entire month and 
provides ample space for notes.

Product Colors: Black 
Standard Decoration: 
Digital
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 50

371 
Planner

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/monthly-planner-8150
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/classic-monthly-planner-8203
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/classic-weekly-desk-planner-8103
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/planner-7-x-10-371


aw
ards & recognition

know?DID YOU
80% of employees say they’re motivated to work harder when they’re 
recognized for their work by their superiors. 
26 Employee Recognition Statistics [2022]: Need to Know Facts for Managers and HR 
www.zippia.com/advice/employee-recognition-statistics/

25155
Four Coasters with 
Solid Cherry Stand
Pg. 123

121

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/four-coasters-with-solid-cherry-stand-2-25155


An elementary school was preparing a retirement 

party for a beloved teacher who had invested 

50 years in the district’s children. They wanted 

to find something that not only reflected such a 

milestone but could also be used by the teacher 

in her retirement. Members of the planning 

committee selected the Mario Cioni Siena Clear 
Crystal Vase. The teacher was blown away 

by the beauty of the vase and struck by the 

thoughtfulness of the committee, who picked it 

because they knew her retirement plans included 

spending more time in her flower gardens.

case study

items are perfect for:
• Casinos
• Insurance Companies
• Entertainment
• Vehicle and Motor Clubs
• Property Management Groups

awards & recognitionawards & recognition

35640
Siena Clear 
Crystal Vase

Love this item?
Find it on page 123.

122 | the what’s what – 2023

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/siena-clear-crystal-vase-35640
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This stunning four coaster set 
stands tall in a solid cherry wood 
base. Coaster finish is molded 
zinc (silver) or brass-plated 
zinc (shown). Bonded leather 
is urethane coated to resist 
staining and cork backed to 
protect furniture.

Coaster Leather Colors: 
Beige, Black, Brown, 
Burgundy, Green, Navy, 
Red, Royal, Tan, White
Trim Colors: Brass-Plated, 
Zinc
Standard Decoration: 
Custom-Crafted Medallion
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 10

25155
Four Coasters with 
Solid Cherry Stand

 

35839
Atria Award - Medium
36677
Atria Award - Large

36567
Mova® Globe

Unusual geometric design and 
deep blue color give the Atria 
Award, made from optical crystal, 
an impressive appearance on any 
desk or bookshelf.

The small industrial-strength 
magnet inside this globe acts 
as a stabilizer that forces 
perpetual, silent rotation of the 
globe against the liquid. No 
batteries or power needed!

Colors: Blue, Clear
Standard Decoration: 
Deep Etch
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 1

Colors: Antique Beige, 
Satellite
Standard Decoration: 
Deep Etch
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 1

 

35640
Mario Cioni Siena 
Clear Crystal Vase

Award achievement with this 
compelling piece! Signed by 
renowned designer Mario Cioni, 
the Siena Clear Crystal Vase 
is a real conversation starter 
whether displayed empty or 
holding a beautiful bouquet.

Colors: Clear
Standard Decoration: 
Deep Etch
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 1

 WARNING: 
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive 
Harm - For more information, go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

36677 shown

Antique Beige shown

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/four-coasters-with-solid-cherry-stand-2-25155
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/siena-clear-crystal-vase-35640
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/mova-globe-36567
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/atria-award-medium-35839


Colors: Clear
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 12

Colors: Clear
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 6

Colors: Blue, Clear
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 6

This square-shaped clear 
acrylic paperweight is a great 
addition to any desk, office, or 
counter surface.

This free-standing acrylic plaque 
stands out from the crowd with 
its 3D effect.

Proudly show off your 
achievements with this 
round acrylic award with 
laser-engraved imprint.

36680
Square Acrylic 
Paperweight

36678
Acrylic Plaque

36422
Orbit - Medium
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36420
Stellar

With an etched star design, this 
acrylic award honors those whose 
contributions are truly stellar.

Colors: Blue, Clear, Green
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 6

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/acrylic-plaque-36678
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/stellar-36420
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/orbit-medium-36422
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/square-acrylic-paperweight-36680


outdoor & leisure

know?DID YOU
83% of consumers say that promotional products make an  
experience more enjoyable. 
According to a PPAI 2021 Promotional Products Consumer Study Report 
www.zippia.com/advice/employee-recognition-statistics/

26278
GCI Outdoor™  
Kickback Rocker™
Pg. 134

125

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gci-outdoor-kickback-rocker-26278


A radio station was pulling together VIP packages 

for their annual weekend music festival. They 

wanted an item that would make an impression, 

so they opted to provide a GCI Outdoor™ 
Freestyle Rocker™ for each ticketholder in this 

section. When concertgoers arrived at the venue, 

they found rows of the Freestyle Rocker™ neatly 

laid out and a Clear Fanny Pack filled with 

essentials on each seat. All the VIPs were beyond 

excited to spend the weekend in comfort with 

the Freestyle Rocker™ and were thrilled to have a 

lasting memento of the weekend that they could 

use on many future outdoor adventures.  

case study

26279
GCI Outdoor™ Freestyle Rocker™

16075
Clear Fanny Pack

Love these items?
Find them on pages  
134 and 76.

items are perfect for:
• Agriculture
• Clubs/Associations
• Sports Enthusiasts

• Adventure Seekers
• Tailgating
• Travel Sites and Tour Operators

outdoor & leisureoutdoor & leisure
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/clear-fanny-pack-16075
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gci-outdoor-freestyle-rocker-26279
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outdoor & leisure

16141
ORCA® 40 Quart Cooler

This rugged roto-molded 
cooler delivers durability and 
performance for long road 
trips, a week in the outdoors, 
or a large backyard gathering. 
Boasting built-in insulation, 
it delivers incredible ice/cold 
retention that keeps your stowed 
items cold for up to 10 days. The 
T-handle latches ensure that 
the lid remains closed, and the 
extendable flex-grip handles 
make it easy to tote this cooler by 
yourself or with a helping hand. 
This roomy cooler holds up to 
48 cans and is backed by ORCA’s 
lifetime warranty.

Colors: Navy, Seafoam,  
Tan, White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color Top
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 1

     

     

16139
ORCA® 20 Quart Cooler

With thick insulated walls and 
an exterior cargo net for extra 
storage, this rugged cooler is a 
must-have for a day at the beach 
or an afternoon of tailgating. The 
swing-arm, stainless steel handle 
makes it easy for one person to 
carry. With ice/cold retention of 
up to 10 days, it holds up to 18 
cans and is backed by ORCA’s 
lifetime warranty.

Colors: Navy, Seafoam,  
Tan, White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color Top
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 1

16140
ORCA® 26 Quart Cooler

Get ready to explore the 
outdoors! This 26-quart cooler 
features durable roto-molded 
construction and integrated 
insulation for maximum ice/
cold retention for up to 10 days. 
Extendable flex-grip handles 
make it easy to carry on your 
own or with a friend. Use the 
easy-flow drainage spout to 
keep melting ice from pooling at 
the bottom. This durable cooler 
holds up to 24 cans and is backed 
by ORCA’s lifetime warranty.

Colors: Seafoam,  
Tan, White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color Top
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 1

     

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/orca-40-quart-cooler-16141
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/orca-26-quart-cooler-16140
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/orca-20-quart-cooler-16139
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Perfect for your next BBQ, this 
10-piece set has everything you 
need, including tongs, spatula, 
fork, basting brush, and 4 
skewers. And, you can store 
it all away easily in its sturdy 
carrying case.

15677
BBQ 10-Piece Set

Color: Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 12

Get ready for a great summer 
season with this portable 
barbeque grill! It comes in a 
cooler bag that doubles as a 
carrying case for easy storage 
and transportation.

 WARNING: 
Chemicals known to the state of California to cause 
birth defects or other reproductive harm, including 
carbon monoxide, are produced by combustion 
of propane, charcoal or wood when used with this 
product. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

26021
Koozie® Portable BBQ 
with Cooler Bag

Color: Black
Standard Decoration:  
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

  

Fire up the grill and break out 
this set of durable stainless steel 
tools. Their long handles make it 
easy to tend to what’s cooking. 
When the fun is over, store them 
away in the zippered case.

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

 

26080
Sizzler 3-Piece BBQ Set

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-portable-bbq-with-kooler-bag-26021
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/sizzler-3-piece-bbq-set-26080
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bbq-10-piece-set-15677
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A real workhorse, the Koozie® 
Collapsible Folding Wagon 
is perfect for hauling gear to 
outdoor sporting events, on trips 
to the park, or to your garden on 
a Saturday afternoon. And when 
you’re done, it folds up for easy 
storage.

 

Colors: Black, Blue, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 4

26246
Koozie® Collapsible 
Folding Wagon

Enjoy a nice relaxing outing 
with the Koozie® Picnic Basket. 
Its sleek polyester zippered top 
closure and heat-sealed PEVA 
liner help food stay hot or cold. 
The convenient front pocket 
is perfect for storing things 
like utensils, napkins, and a 
corkscrew. And when the fun is 
done, its lightweight aluminum 
frame and padded handles fold 
down for easy storage.

Colors: Black, Lime,  
Orange, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

 

45443
Koozie® Picnic Basket

The modern-looking Koozie® 
Collapsible Picnic Basket is an 
ideal solution for smaller groups. 
It comes equipped with a heat-
sealed PEVA liner and double 
zippers to easily access your 
chilled drinks and snacks, as well 
as a built-in bottle opener. The 
perfect basket for a day trip or an 
afternoon at the beach!

Colors: Black, Blue,  
Lime, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

    

26247
Koozie® Collapsible 
Picnic Basket

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-collapsible-picnic-basket-26247
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-picnic-basket-45443
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-collapsible-folding-wagon-26246
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This dome-style sleeping bag provides the 
ultimate comfort after a long day. Features an 
anti-snag opening/closure, inner pocket for 
cell phone and valuables, and a lightweight 
and durable polyester machine-washable 
fabric. A 3-season sleeping bag that helps 
keep the average sleeper warm even at 20°F. 
Includes elastic straps on sleeping bag for 
ease as well as a carry bag.

Color: Gray/Blue
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 6

 

26125
Koozie® Kamp  
20° Sleeping Bag

Color: Blue
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 4

  

26126
Koozie® Kamp 2 Person Tent 

The ultimate getaway, this 2-person tent 
features mesh windows on 3 sides and a 
strong frame that can sustain winds up 
to 35 mph. Made with lightweight 190T 
Polyester, this portable tent and its 
rain-resistant canopy fit nicely into 
the included carrying bag.

 WARNING: 
Cancer and Reproductive Harm - For more 
information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-kamp-2-person-tent-26126
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-kamp-20-sleeping-bag-26125
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Always have a place to hang! This 
nautical-grade nylon hammock has 
a weight capacity of up to 500 lb. A 
carabiner and tree-friendly straps on 
each end of the hammock allow you 
to secure it to either a tree or a hard 
surface. Comes with an attached 
pouch that can be used for valuables 
while you’re just hanging around or for 
stowing the hammock when not in use.

Colors: Lime, Royal
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 10

  

26127
Koozie® Kamp Hammock 

15787
Koozie® Adventure  
Dry Sack 10L

This bag is ideal to keep your 
belongings dry while you are 
boating or at the beach!

Colors: Black, Orange,  
Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 50

 

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-adventure-dry-sack-10l-15787
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-kamp-hammock-26127
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This colorful microfiber beach 
towel is lightweight and dries 
quickly. Use the elastic loop to 
hang it up or to keep it neatly 
rolled up when storing it away.

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 100

26234
Full Color Beach Towel

  

26177
Koozie® Two-Tone  
Dry Sack 5L

Don’t forget the Koozie®  
Two-Tone Dry Bag on your next 
adventure. Its water-resistant 
construction is perfect for 
keeping your valuables safe. 
And the detachable pouch is the 
perfect size for cell phones, cash, 
and other small items.

Colors: Black, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 50

 

26282
Large Deluxe  
Misting Fan

Stay cool with this popular 
mister and powerful fan combo. 
No matter where you are, this 
fan provides mists of water 
plus breeze to help you stay 
comfortable all day long.

Colors: Translucent 
Aqua, Translucent Black, 
Translucent Blue, Translucent 
Lime, Translucent Red
Standard Decoration: 
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

  

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/large-deluxe-misting-fan
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-two-tone-dry-sack-5l-26177
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/full-color-beach-towel-26234
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Watch your brand message 
shine bright with this cost-
effective and impactful promo. 
The classic folding frames hold 
UV400 protective lenses while 
the 1-color imprinted bow/
arm is available in a variety 
of color options to perfectly 
complement your brand.

Colors: Black, Blue, 
Clear, Coral, Gold, Green, 
Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, 
Royal, Silver, Translucent 
Blue, Translucent Green, 
Translucent Orange, 
Translucent Pink, Translucent 
Red, Translucent Black, 
White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 150

26050
Cool Vibes Dark Lenses 
Sunglasses

 WARNING: 
These products can expose you to 
chemicals including Bisphenol A, various 
phthalates, and nickel alloys that are 
known to the State of California to cause 
cancer, birth defects or other reproductive 
harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Stay cool when the weather 
heats up with these fashionable 
shades. The classic folding 
frames hold dark UV400 
protective lenses to safeguard 
your eyes from the sun’s 
harmful rays.

Colors: Black, Blue, Clear, 
Coral, Gold, Green, Orange, 
Pink, Purple, Red, Royal, 
Silver, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 150

26051
Cool Vibes Dark Lenses 
Sunglasses - Full Color

 WARNING: 
These products can expose you to 
chemicals including Bisphenol A, various 
phthalates, and nickel alloys that are 
known to the State of California to cause 
cancer, birth defects or other reproductive 
harm. For more information, go to  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Up your style with this versatile 
bandana. Its uses are nearly 
endless! Wear it as a bandana, 
beanie, wristband, hairband, 
hair cover, headwrap, scrunchi, 
scarf, rally towel, face covering, 
or sun/wind/dust screen.

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 100

26227
Full Color Bandana

  

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/cool-vibes-dark-lenses-sunglasses-26050
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/cool-vibes-dark-lenses-sunglasses-full-color-26051
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/full-color-bandana-26227
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Color: Black
Standard Decoration: Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

26280
GCI Outdoor™ Quik-E-Seat®

Take a load off and enjoy some chill time on 
this portable folding stool that features a 
comfortable back rest. Compact, sturdy, and 
supportive, it can take you from fishing and 
camping to tailgating and festivals to spectator 
sports with ease. Supports 250 lbs max.

Colors: Black, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

26277
GCI Outdoor™ BleacherBack™  
Stadium Seat

Finally, a stadium seat you can get comfortable 
in! The lightweight BleacherBack™ easily 
attaches to bleachers in a quick click with a 
single buckle attachment. And when the event 
is over, the seat easily folds up and can be 
transported using the integrated carry strap. 
Supports 250 lbs max.

26279
GCI Outdoor™ Freestyle Rocker™ 

This travel-friendly seat delivers a smooth 
rocking motion on any surface, anywhere. 
Supported by a sturdy, powder-coated steel 
tubing frame, the padded armrests and mesh 
backrest provide additional comfort. Its Eazy-
Fold Technology makes opening and closing the 
chair a breeze and protects your fingers from 
getting pinched. And when it’s time to pack up, 
its integrated carry handle means no wrestling 
to fit it in a bag. Supports 250 lbs max.

Colors: Cinnamon Red, Pewter Gray , Royal
Standard Decoration: Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 6

26278
GCI Outdoor™ Kickback Rocker™

Whether you’re getting the most out of life in the great 
outdoors or on the sidelines cheering on your favorite athlete, 
the GCI Outdoor™ Kickback Rocker™ is built for comfort. This 
compact outdoor chair features a patented technology that 
delivers a smooth rocking action on flat, hard, or soft terrain. 
It’s built slightly lower to the ground than standard camp 
chairs, providing a relaxed feeling the moment you sit down. 
The bagless design makes it easy to pack up and go – just use 
the built-in carry strap to easily tote it. Supports 250 lbs max.

Colors: Heathered Pewter, Heathered Red, Heathered Royal
Standard Decoration: Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 12

    
  

  

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gci-outdoor-bleacherback-stadium-seat-26277
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gci-outdoor-quik-e-seat-26280
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gci-outdoor-freestyle-rocker-26279
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gci-outdoor-kickback-rocker-26278
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15567
Premium Stripe Chair

A high-quality folding chair 
perfect for promoting high-
quality brands. The steel frame 
supports up to 300 lbs. with a 
padded back and seat panels 
for added comfort. Perfect for 
lounging, this premium chair 
also includes a mesh pocket, 
insulated pocket and attached 
bottle opener. Carry bag with 
strap also included.

Colors: Black, Green,  
Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

 

26097
Koozie® Backpack 
Kooler Chair

Whether camping in the woods 
or enjoying a day at the beach, 
this cooler backpack chair is the 
perfect lightweight alternative 
to a separate large chair and 
cooler. The durable steel frame 
can hold up to 250 lbs., and it 
folds down easily to be worn as 
a backpack for easy transport. 
So pull up a comfy seat and relax 
with a drink in hand!

Colors: Black, Hunter Green, 
Lime, Navy, Red, Royal 
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

   

45009
Captain’s Chair

The original Captain’s Chair is a 
step above the rest! The only one 
with a rounded backrest for extra 
support and comfort, it features 
generous dimensions, two mesh 
cup holders, and a matching 
carrying bag.

Colors: Black, Green, Khaki, 
Lime, Navy, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

 

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/premium-stripe-chair-15567
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/captains-chair-45009
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-backpack-kooler-chair-26097
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45388
The Deluxe Chair

The Deluxe Chair features SST 
(Support Seating Technology), 
providing all-day comfort. Its 
durable weather-resistant fabric 
and lightweight steel alloy frame 
make this chair a home run for 
any outdoor event!

Colors: Black, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

 

26233
Premium Heather  
Stripe Chair

This high-quality folding chair 
has a steel frame and padded 
back and seat panels for added 
comfort. Perfect for lounging, 
this premium chair also includes 
a mesh pocket, insulated pocket, 
and attached bottle opener. 
Its two-tone heather material 
construction and color binding 
are sure to attract customers’ 
attention. Put it in the included 
carry bag with strap, and this 
chair becomes a moveable feast 
of comfort.

Colors: Black, Blue, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 12

  

26121
Koozie® Kamp Chair 

Lounge the day away in comfort 
with the ultimate camping chair. 
You’ll never have to get up with a 
soft-sided cooler in one armrest 
and a Koozie® can kooler in the 
other. When the fun is over, its 
durable steel frame folds down 
and easily stores away in the 
included carrying bag.

Colors: Black, Lime,  
Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 12

 

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/the-deluxe-chair-45388
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/premium-heather-stripe-chair-26233
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-kamp-chair-26121
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26182
Koozie® Everest 
Oversized Chair

Not your average chair! The 
Koozie® Everest Oversized Chair 
provides the luxurious comfort 
and support that you’ve been 
dreaming of. From an extra-large 
neoprene cup holder to a padded 
headrest and built-in bottle 
opener, be the envy of all your 
friends at every event with this 
perfect oversized chair!

Colors: Gray, Lime, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 12

  

26181
Koozie® Clearwater 
Beach Backpack Chair

Have a great time at the beach 
with this bold and sporty Koozie® 
chair! The comfortable padded 
shoulder straps make carrying 
it a breeze. With an attached 
Koozie® Kooler, removable 
padded headrest, four recline 
positions, and rubber carry 
handle, your ultimate chill day at 
the beach just got better!

Colors: Lime, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 12

 

26232
2-in-1 Adirondack Chair

Now the Adirondack Chair 
comes with a mesh backing! The 
footrest lets you relax in comfort, 
from your head to your feet. 
It can also be removed easily 
by zipper to transform into a 
convenient table.

Colors: Black, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 12

  

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/2-in-1-mesh-adirondack-chair-and-table-26232
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-clearwater-beach-backpack-chair-26181
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-everest-oversized-chair-26182
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26022
Sherpa Throw

Cozy up on a chilly night with this 
premium Sherpa throw by your 
side! It has a fleece face as well 
as a Sherpa reverse that provides 
great softness to keep you warm 
and comfy.

Colors: Buffalo Check Gray, 
Buffalo Check Navy, Buffalo 
Check Red, Gray, Navy, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Embroidered
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

26094
Two-Tone  
Sherpa Blanket

Cozy up on a chilly night with this 
heather throw by your side. It has 
a sherpa reverse and exposed 
sherpa edge that will keep you 
warm and comfy.

Colors: Black, Gray, Tan
Standard Decoration: 
Embroidered
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

26296
Cable Knit  
Sherpa Blanket

For those days when you just 
need an extra layer of softness, 
simply drape this knit throw 
blanket over you and get comfy. 
The classic cable knit design 
with sherpa backing also makes 
this an ideal accent piece for 
any room.

Colors: Cream, Gray, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Embroidered
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 10

  

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/two-tone-sherpa-26094
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/sherpa-throw-26022
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/cable-knit-sherpa-blanket-26296
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26093
Super-Soft  
Plush Blanket

Luxury never felt so good! 
Wrap yourself in the warmth 
of this ultra-plush blanket. Its 
extra generous size (50" x 60") 
will keep you cozy even on the 
coldest days.

Colors: Black, Dark Purple, 
Gray, Navy, Red, Tan
Standard Decoration: 
Embroidered
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 20

26244
Water Resistant Picnic 
Blanket with Stakes

The ideal companion for all your 
on-the-go activities, this picnic 
blanket is fleece on one side and 
water-resistant polyester on 
the other. Stakes at the corners 
allow you to secure it in place so 
it stays put.

Colors: Black, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

 

26297
Two-Tone Wave  
Flannel Blanket

The Two-Tone Wave Flannel 
Blanket is perfect for both indoor 
and outdoor use. Wrap yourself 
up in this cozy blanket as you sit 
down in your favourite armchair 
or bring it along with you on your 
next picnic.

Colors: Cream, Gray, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Embroidered
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

  

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/two-tone-wave-flannel-blanket
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/super-soft-plush-blanket-26093
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/water-resistant-picnic-blanket-with-stakes-26244
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15711
Roll-Up Picnic Blanket

Roll up the fun with this fresh 
plaid blanket! Use it for picnics, 
sporting events, or any outdoor 
activity to help protect you from 
the elements. This practical 
blanket features a front flap 
with a pocket for extra storage 
and a hook-and-loop closure 
with a carrying handle for easy 
transport.

Colors: Black Brown Plaid - 
Black Flap, Blue Plaid, Green 
Plaid, Red Plaid, White Red 
Plaid
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 40

15524
Travel Blanket

Cozy up with this classic plaid 
fleece blanket that is easily taken 
on picnics, sporting events or 
anywhere with the imprinted 
carrying strap. Conveniently 
shipped individually rolled and 
strapped.

Colors: Blue, Blue Rust Plaid, 
Cream Plaid, Gray,  Red Plaid, 
Rust Plaid
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 50

Have a lot to unpack for your 
family picnic? No problem! Our 
jumbo picnic blanket is here to 
help. Measuring 60" x 96", this 
large blanket not only gives you 
plenty of space to work with, 
it also has a water-resistant 
bottom side, which helps protect 
against damp grass. Additional 
features include an outer slip 
pocket, carry handle and a 600D 
polyester flap with hook-and-
loop closure.

26268
Koozie® Jumbo  
Picnic Blanket

Colors: Black, Blue, Lime 
Green, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

  

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/travel-blanket-15524
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/roll-up-picnic-blanket-15711
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-jumbo-picnic-blanket
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Protect yourself while enjoying outdoor 
activities and do something positive for the 
Earth at the same time. This hat is made from 
recycled PET, making it an eco-conscious 
choice. An adjustable chin cord keeps it 
securely on your head, and the metal eyelets 
on the sides provide ventilation as you 
explore. The recycled content is equivalent to 
2 plastic water bottles. (Based on a 16-ounce 
water bottle.)

26265
RPET Boonie Hat

Colors: Brown, Gray
Standard Decoration: Embroidered
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

  

This unstructured six-panel hat isn’t just 
stylish it’s also an earth-friendly choice. 
Made from recycled PET, you can feel good 
about wearing this cap around town or at the 
big game. Adjust it with the hook-and-loop 
closure for a snug fit. The recycled content is 
equivalent to 2 plastic water bottles. (Based 
on a 16-ounce water bottle.)

26263
RPET Cap

Colors: Black, Brown, Gray, Navy
Standard Decoration: Embroidered
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

  

26231
RPET Blanket

Do your part to make the world a little greener! 
This eco-conscious blanket uses recycled PET to 
keep you warm and comfortable. Reusing available 
materials saves resources and is one action you 
can take to make a positive impact. The recycled 
content is equivalent to 27 plastic water bottles. 
(Based on a 16-ounce water bottle.)

Colors: Black, Navy, Red
Standard Decoration: Embroidered
As Low As: $24.99(C)
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 24

 

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/recycled-pet-cap
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/recycled-pet-boonie-hat
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/recycled-pet-blanket-26231
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26262
Foam Trucker Cap

This trendy two-tone, five-panel 
trucker hat features a soft black 
foam front and snap-back 
closure for maximum comfort.

Colors: Blue, Gray, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

45345
Outback Cap

Get a taste of the Outback with 
this 100% cotton hat. With side 
snaps, four side vents, and 
a strap with plastic stopper 
closure, it’s a versatile accessory 
for long days in the sun.

Colors: Khaki, Olive
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

26258
Heathered Cap

The Heathered Cap is a 
traditional 6-panel structured 
cap with hook-and-loop closure. 
Available in trendy colors, it is 
lightweight and comfortable for 
a nice easy fit!

Colors: Blue, Gray, Hunter 
Green, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

26251
Wave Reflective Cap

This cap has reflective wave 
accents that go nearly all the 
way around it, which enhance 
your visibility at night. It’s the 
perfect accessory for an evening 
jog or bike ride.

Colors: Black, Blue, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/outback-cap-45345
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/heathered-cap-26258
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/wave-reflective-cap-26251
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/foam-trucker-cap
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26275
Cotton Bucket Hat  
with Trim

Whether you’re soaking up the 
sun at the beach or headed 
to a ball game, this trendy, 
comfortable bucket hat is the 
perfect thing to wear while 
enjoying any summer activity. 
Its poplin sweatband will help 
keep the sweat out of your eyes 
so you can look good and stay 
comfortable throughout the day. 
When not in use, this lightweight 
hat can be folded for easy 
storage.

Colors: Khaki with Navy 
Trim, Navy with Khaki Trim, 
White with Navy Trim
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

26261
Acrylic Cap  
with Accent Mesh

You can never have too many 
cool hats! Whether you choose 
this acrylic six-panel structured 
version for function or fashion, 
you’ll always get a perfect fit 
with its snapback closure. The 
mesh back keeps you cool even 
when the fun heats up. Perfect 
for trucker gifts and outdoor 
outfitters.

Colors: Gray, Red,  
Royal, White
Standard Decoration: 
Embroidered
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

45413
Front Runner Cap

The Front Runner is 
a traditional 6-panel 
unstructured cap with cotton 
sheeting, sweatband, hook-
and-loop closure, and brushed 
100% cotton twill. It’s very 
lightweight for a nice easy fit!

Colors: Black, Bone, Green, 
Khaki, Navy, Red, Royal, 
Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

26276
High Ponytail Cap

Look good and feel good with 
this ponytail-friendly hat! We’ve 
taken a top-selling ball cap 
style and added an opening 
on the back side that is perfect 
for a ponytail or a messy bun 
to poke through, while still 
providing a great casual look 
for day-to-day wear.

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

 

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/cotton-bucket-hat-with-trim
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/high-ponytail-cap
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/front-runner-cap-45413
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/acrylic-cap-with-accent-mesh-26261
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26119
Koozie® Kuff Beanie

Not your typical beanie, this lightweight 
knit cap provides ultimate warmth with 
a double layer of interior fleece. It has a 
durable stretch fit for added comfort. This 
is the hat you’ll go to time and time again.

Colors: Black, Gray, Royal
Standard Decoration: Embroidered
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

26102
Knit Beanie

Keep your noggin warm when 
the temps drop with this double-
layer knit beanie. Constructed 
from 100% acrylic, it’s easy to 
keep clean and one size fits most.

Colors: Black, Forest Green, 
Gray, Navy, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Embroidered
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

26120
Koozie®  
Two-Tone Beanie

Not your typical beanie, this 
lightweight knit cap provides 
ultimate warmth with a double 
layer of interior fleece. And that’s 
just the start. It’s also shrink 
resistant for long-lasting wear 
and machine washable for ease 
of care. This is the hat you’ll go to 
time and time again.

Colors: Black, Gray, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Embroidered
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55.00(G)
Minimum: 48

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-kuff-beanie-26119
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-two-tone-beanie-26120
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/knit-beanie-26102
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53% of people use a promotional product at least once a week. 
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41061
Laureate First Aid 
Bag - 15 Piece
Pg. 153
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/laureate-first-aid-bag-41061
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When most of their workforce remained remote 

after the pandemic, an accounting firm’s human 

resources department planned a wellness week 

centered around these employees’ needs. To kick 

off the event, each team member received the 

Massage Ball Set in the mail. Throughout the 

week, they learned other ways to relax through 

daily meditations, trivia games, and a gratitude 

challenge. In a post-event survey, employees 

expressed appreciation for the gift and reported 

feeling more appreciated by and more connected 

to the corporate office.

case study

items are perfect for:
• Beauty Companies
• Athletes
• Healthcare Clinics

• Sports Companies
• Health Insurance Companies
• Occupational Therapists

41105
Massage Ball Set

Love this item?
Find it on page 148.

health, wellness & safetyhealth, wellness & safety

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/massage-ball-set-41105
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feeling more appreciated by and more connected 

to the corporate office.

case study

items are perfect for:
• Beauty Companies
• Athletes
• Healthcare Clinics

• Sports Companies
• Health Insurance Companies
• Occupational Therapists

41105
Massage Ball Set

Love this item?
Find it on page 148.

health, wellness & safetyhealth, wellness & safety

Ready to get in shape? This Exercise 
Mat is an essential! Great for yoga 
or pilates, this mat with stylish 
coordinating bag will proudly 
display your company’s logo.

Convenient, easy-to-use 6mm yoga 
mat with a built-in shoulder strap! 
No hassling with a bag to carry 
to your workout session. Just roll, 
loop and go! Soft mat is durably 
constructed and ready to handle 
the next workout. Great for health 
clubs or fitness events! 

This eco-friendly cork mat is 
ideal for any yoga enthusiast. It 
has a comfortable, lush feel and 
features a nonslip backing. When 
you’re done with your poses, the 
mat rolls up and fits neatly into 
the imprinted bag that includes 
a convenient carrying strap.

Colors: Black Mat with Silver  
Bag, Blue Mat and Blue Bag,  
Red Mat with Red Bag
Standard Decoration:  
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

Colors: Black, Blue
Standard Decoration:  
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

Color: Natural
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 24

45341
Exercise Mat

41096
Yoga Mat with  
Shoulder Strap

41207
Cork Yoga Mat

 

 

  

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/exercise-mat-45341#
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/yoga-mat-with-shoulder-strap-41096
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/cork-yoga-mat-41207
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41086
4 Color Cooling Towel  
in Pouch

This 4-color process imprinted 
cooling towel soaks up moisture 
to provide cooling relief. Comes in 
a convenient, unimprinted pouch 
with clip and drawstring closure for 
easy carrying.

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 250

   

Use your own body weight and 
gravity to help relieve muscle knots 
and tension with this massage 
ball set. The high-density balls are 
durable and pack away neatly in 
the included drawstring bag.

Colors: Black, Black/Blue
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

41105
Massage Ball Set

 

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/massage-ball-set-41105
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/4-color-cooling-towel-in-pouch-41086
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50043
Reflective Safety Vest

This 100% polyester vest includes 
2 cross stripes designed to reflect 
oncoming headlights. The safety 
yellow color provides visibility at 
night, in poor weather, and even 
during the day. Use the hook-and-
loop closure to keep the vest in 
place as you move about.

Colors: Safety Yellow
Standard Decoration: Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

This mini 5’ tape measure is a 
staple item that is great to always 
have handy! Its flexible tape is 
gentle yet durable and measures 
in both inches and centimeters. 
Perfect for crafting, household 
projects, and more.

Colors: Translucent Black,  
Translucent Blue, Translucent 
Green, Translucent Orange, 
Translucent Pink, Translucent 
Purple, Translucent Red, White
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

40296
5’ Mini Round  
Tape Measure

 

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/reflective-safety-vest-50043
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/5-mini-round-tape-measure-40296
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This high-end mask with wash-
and-wear design features a soft 
polyester and a water repellent 
outer layer. It is the perfect mask 
to wear and use everyday. Each 
mask has a filter pocket so you can 
add your own filter. Also includes 
a nose bridge for a snug fit and 
enhanced flexibility.

Colors: Black, Charcoal, Navy, 
Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

41197
Comfy Performance  
Face Mask

This washable mask, designed 
with a soft jersey cotton inner 
lining and a water-repellent outer 
layer, is the perfect mask to use 
every day. The youth mask is sized 
for smaller faces, while the adult 
mask fits most faces comfortably. 

Colors: Black, Charcoal, Light 
Blue, Navy, Red, Royal 
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

41164
Comfy Face Mask

 

65221
Silicone Awareness  
Wrist Band

Show your support for any event! 
Great for fundraisers, health 
awareness, and team pride.

Colors: Black, Blue, Custom 
Color, Dark Blue, Glow-in-the-
Dark (Optional with Charge), 
Green, Light Green, Orange,  
Pink, Red, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 500

 

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/silicone-awareness-wrist-band-65221
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/comfy-face-mask-41164
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/comfy-performance-face-mask-41197
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Hand sanitizer is part of everyday 
life, and this portable version kills 
99.99% of bacteria and germs. 
Clip it to your purse, belt loop, 
lunch bag, or backpack, and 
away you go.

Colors: Black, Blue, Red
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

41134
.5 oz. Hand Sanitizer  
with Leash

A keychain manicure set that is 
perfect for nail maintenance on  
the go. The rectangular case offers 
a large imprint area and the  
slide-out, colorful compartment 
holds nail clippers, a nail file, 
tweezers and cuticle pusher. 

Colors: Silver/Blue, Silver/Green, 
Silver/Red, Silver/Smoke
Standard Decoration:  
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 75

40755
Manicure Pillar

 

Slip this personal care item in your 
purse or overnight bag. With 2 nail 
files and 2 sliding buffers, you’ll 
be ready when a small nail care 
emergency strikes.

Colors: Green, White
Standard Decoration:  
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

40900
Mini File & Buffer

 

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/5-oz-hand-sanitizer-with-leash-2-41134
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/mini-file-buffer-40900
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/manicure-pillar-40755
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This convenient first aid kit fits 
neatly in a zippered pouch and 
comes complete with a handy 
carabiner, so it can travel with you 
wherever you go.  
This kit contains 8 pieces:  
5 bandages, 3 Antiseptic Wipes

Colors: Frost/Blue,  
Frost/Green, Frost/Orange,  
Frost/Purple, Frost/Yellow
Standard Decoration:  
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 150

40512
Frosty Stripe  
First Aid Kit - 8 piece

 

This deluxe first aid kit fits neatly 
in a zippered pouch and comes 
complete with a handy carabiner, 
so it can travel with you wherever 
you go.  
This kit contains 15 pieces:  
5 bandages, 3 Antiseptic Wipes, 
1 Alcohol Cleansing Pad, 1 Insect 
Sting Relief Pad, 1 First Aid & Burn 
Cream, 1 Lip Balm (packet),  
1 Instant Hand Sanitizer,  
1 Triple Antibiotic Ointment,  
1 1% Hydrocortisone Cream

Colors: Frost/Blue,  
Frost/Green, Frost/Orange,  
Frost/Purple, Frost/Yellow
Standard Decoration:  
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 150

41224
Frosty Stripe  
First Aid Kit  - 15 Piece

 

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/frosty-stripe-first-aid-kit-2-40512
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/frosty-stripe-first-aid-kit-41224
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This convenient first aid kit comes 
complete with a handy carabiner, 
so it can travel with you wherever 
you go!  
This kit contains 8 pieces:  
5 bandages, 3 Antiseptic Wipes

Colors: Frosty Blue,  
Frosty Red, White
Standard Decoration:  
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 150

40429
Frosty Clipper  
First Aid Kit - 8 piece

 

This small reusable bag is loaded 
with an assortment of first aid 
essentials. Use the carabiner to 
clip it somewhere handy, whether 
you’re on the sidelines or exploring 
the great outdoors.  
This kit contains 15 pieces:  
5 bandages, 3 Antiseptic Wipes, 
1 Alcohol Cleansing Pad, 1 Insect 
Sting Relief Pad, 1 First Aid & Burn 
Cream, 1 Lip Balm (packet),  
1 Instant Hand Sanitizer,  
1 Triple Antibiotic Ointment,  
1 1% Hydrocortisone Cream

41061
Laureate  
First Aid Bag - 15 piece
Colors: Blue/Black, Red/Black
Standard Decoration:  
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

 

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/frosty-clipper-first-aid-kit-40429
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/laureate-first-aid-bag-41061
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These custom-printed clear 
bandages look like a tattoo, 
making them not only functional 
but also fashionable.

Colors: Clear
Standard Decoration:  
Flexograph
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 5400

41121
Custom-Printed  
Tattoo Bandage

  

 Slim and trim, this compact kit 
contains an assortment of first aid 
components. Available in a variety 
of exciting colors, this is one of our 
best selling items! 
This kit contains 8 pieces:  
5 bandages, 3 Antiseptic Wipes

Colors: Translucent Green,  
Translucent Hot Pink,  
Translucent Orange,  
Translucent Purple
Standard Decoration:  
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

40044
Compact  
First Aid Kit - 8 piece

   

Slim and trim, this compact kit 
contains an array of first aid 
essentials, and is available in a 
variety of great colors! 
This kit contains 15 pieces:  
5 bandages, 3 Antiseptic Wipes, 
1 Alcohol Cleansing Pad, 1 Insect 
Sting Relief Pad, 1 First Aid & Burn 
Cream, 1 Lip Balm (packet),  
1 Instant Hand Sanitizer,  
1 Triple Antibiotic Ointment,  
1 1% Hydrocortisone Cream

Colors: Translucent Green,  
Translucent Hot Pink,  
Translucent Orange,  
Translucent Purple
Standard Decoration:  
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

40045
Deluxe  
First Aid Kit - 15 piece

   

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/deluxe-first-aid-kit-40045
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/compact-first-aid-kit-40044
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/custom-printed-tattoo-bandage-41121
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The Nuvo Bandage Dispenser 
comes in trendy metallic 
or translucent colors and 
conveniently holds 5 bandages. 
It’s great for traveling or to 
keep in your daily bag for those 
unexpected boo-boos.

This brightly colored bandage 
dispenser is great to carry with 
you when you travel or to keep 
in your daily bag. It includes 5 
colored bandages in a refillable 
translucent dispenser.

This practical white bandage 
dispenser includes five standard 
vinyl bandages. Stash it in your car, 
purse, desk, briefcase, or backpack 
for when those little emergencies 
pop up.

Colors: Metallic Blue, Metallic 
Red, Metallic Silver, Translucent 
Green, Translucent Orange, 
Translucent Pink, Translucent 
Purple, White
Standard Decoration:  
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 500

Colors: Translucent Blue, 
Translucent Green, Translucent 
Orange, Translucent Purple, 
Translucent Red 
Standard Decoration:  
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 500

Color: White 
Standard Decoration:  
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 500

40466
Nuvo Bandage Dispenser 
with Standard Bandages

40072
Original Colored  
Dispenser with  
Standard Bandages

40071
Original Bandage  
Dispenser with  
Standard Bandages

    

   

   

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/nuvo-bandage-dispenser-with-standard-bandages-40466
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/original-colored-dispenser-wstandard-bandages-40072
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/original-bandage-dispenser-wstandard-bandages-40071
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Fold and go with this compact 
pill box that provides plenty of 
room for your pills, vitamins, 
small fashion accessories, or 
even bits of hardware.

This pill box features large 
compartments and an easy-
scoop design. It has a white base 
for a vivid decoration and comes 
with a choice of lid colors.

Colors: Blue, Red
Standard Decoration:  
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 150

Colors: Frosty Blue,  
Frosty White
Standard Decoration:  
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

41071
Serenity Pill Box

40393
AM/PM Jumbo Easy  
Scoop Pill Box

  

  

This reliable seven-compartment 
pill box helps keep your medication 
organized throughout the week.  
Each compartment features a  
snap-lid closure, as well as  
day-of-the-week and Braille  
markings.

Colors: Dark Green,  Frost, Navy 
Blue, Translucent Blue, Trans-
lucent Green, Translucent Red, 
Translucent Violet, Translucent 
Orange, White
Standard Decoration:  
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing  
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

41218
7 Day Pill Box

 

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/7-day-pill-box
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/serenity-pill-box-41071
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/ampm-jumbo-easy-scoop-pill-box-40393


tools & flashlights

know?DID YOU
69% of consumers would pick up a promotional product if they deemed it useful. 
25 Insane (...but true!) Facts About Promotional Products 
www.sageworld.com/blog/index.php/2020/11/24/25-insane-but-true-facts-about-promotional-products-2/

21173
Leatherman® 
Rev®
Pg. 159

157

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/leatherman-wingman-2-21143
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A car dealership wanted to congratulate and 

build loyalty with first-time car buyers. When they 

handed over the keys, they also handed over a 

coupon for a free oil change and the Be Prepared 
Highway Kit. The dealership knew this group of 

buyers was unlikely to own jumper cables, and 

they also recognized the importance of the vest for 

safety. Most of the buyers expressed excitement 

when they received this unexpected gift, and many 

returned to the dealership for service needs even 

after their free oil change.

case study

items are perfect for:
• Construction
• Bike Shops
• Night Clubs

• First Responders
• Staffing Agencies
• Body Shops

tools & flashlightstools & flashlights

Love this item?
Find it on page 160.

21256
Be Prepared 
Highway Kit

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/be-prepared-highway-kit-21256


65010
Small Rosewood Pocket 
Knife - Gold
65080
Small Rosewood Pocket 
Knife - Silver

These small pocket knives feature 
either gold or silver accents on rich 
rosewood handle. Includes velvet 
drawstring pouch (inserted).

Colors: Rosewood
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

Color: Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 12

21143
Leatherman® Wingman® 
21173
Leatherman® Rev® 

From a name you can trust, 
these top-rated multi-tools are a 
toolbox full of functionality, right 
in the palm of your hand. The 
Leatherman® Wingman combines 
scissors, spring-action pliers, and 
12 other indispensable tools. The 
Leatherman® Rev includes 14 tools, 
an outside accessible blade and 
pocket clip for easy carry. 

21143 Shown

Colors: Gray, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

20081
25' Gripper Tape 
Measure

This 25’ Gripper Tape Measure 
has a genuine rubber grip. Keep it 
handy for all those projects around 
the house.

tools & flashlights
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21262
Bike & More Repair 
Tool Kit 

This is a must-have bike repair kit, 
perfect for DIY bike maintenance. 
With 16 different functions and a 
convenient carabiner, it easily goes 
beyond just bike repairs.

Colors: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/leatherman-wingman-2-21143
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/small-rosewood-pocket-knife-gold-65010
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/bike-more-repair-tool-kit-21262
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/25-gripper-tape-measure-20081


Colors: Red, Royal
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

 WARNING: 
Cancer and Reproductive Harm - 
For more information, go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

21256
Be Prepared Highway Kit

This kit has the essentials in an 
emergency situation for jumping 
your battery. Convenient carrying 
case to keep in your car or trunk.

Colors: Gunmetal 
Standard Decoration: 
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

21187
Camping Light

Light up your campsite with this 
pull-up lantern. It features easy-
carry handles and 360 degrees of 
illumination provided by 30 bright 
LED bulbs. AA batteries included 
(not inserted).

Colors: Black, Blue, Red
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

20027
Super Pliers

Super Pliers are like an entire tool 
kit all in one tool. It has so many 
uses, your customers will see your 
name frequently. Includes canvas 
pouch with belt loop (inserted).
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21214
3-in-1 COB 
Emergency Tool

Keep this 3-in-1 tool in your glove 
compartment. The seat belt cutter, 
glass breaker, and COB light will 
give you added security in case of 
an emergency. Button cell battery 
included (inserted).

Colors: Black, White
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/super-pliers-20027
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/be-prepared-highway-kit-21256
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/camping-light-21187
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/3-in-1-cob-emergency-tool-21214
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Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

21205
COB Headlamp 

Setting up your tent at night, 
trail running at dusk, or just 
looking for something in your 
attic, you can’t beat the hands-
free lighting convenience offered 
by this headlamp. Features two 
light modes and an adjustable 
headband strap. AAA batteries 
included (not inserted).

21108
Keylight with Carabiner

Small and mighty, this mini 
LED flashlight outshines the 
competition with its shiny finish 
and bright light! Featuring a 
carabiner and laser engraved 
decoration, this light will 
shine on your next promotion. 
Button cell batteries included 
(inserted).

Colors: Black, Blue, Green, 
Red
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 150

Light the way with this ultra-bright 
COB (Chip on Board) flashlight. It 
brightens a large area despite its 
compact design. An easy on/off 
button and handy wrist strap add 
to its functionality. AAA batteries 
included (not inserted).

Colors: Black, Blue, Green, 
Navy, Orange, Red, Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 150

21207
Mini Aluminum COB  
Flashlight

Colors: Black, Blue, Custom 
Color, Glow-in-the-Dark,
Green, Yellow, Red
Standard Decoration: 
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 300

21285
Pop 3 Bubbles Keychain

Love popping bubble wrap? 
Then this pop bubble keyring is 
the perfect way to relieve stress. 
Made of durable silicone, it can 
be washed to keep it clean. Swirl 
pattern and glow-in-the-dark 
are available upon request, with 
additional charge.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/cob-headlamp-21205
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/mini-aluminum-cob-flashlight-21207
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/keylight-with-carabiner-21108
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/pop-3-bubbles-keychain-21285


21110
Mini Double Ring Tire 
Pressure Gauge

Color: Black, Blue, Red, Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

A mini tire pressure gauge and 
key ring all in one! This versatile, 
compact product helps you keep 
your tires properly inflated, which 
can improve gas mileage. The 
pressure gauge measures up to 
50 PSI.

Color: Black, Blue, Gold, 
Green, Orange, Purple, 
Red, Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 250

Brightly colored, this modern
aluminum carabiner keyholder
will be well received by those on
your list!

Color: Black, Blue, 
Dark Green, Green, 
Light Green, Pink, Red, 
Yellow, White
Standard Decoration:  
Sublimation
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 500

21180
Wrist Strap Key Holder

65073
Anodized Carabiner 
8mm

Always losing your keys? This 
brightly colored wrist strap key 
holder is the perfect solution! Easy 
to find, this elastic wrist strap with 
keyring makes it simple to find and 
organize your keys.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/mini-double-ring-tire-pressure-gauge-21110
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/wrist-strap-key-holder-21180
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/anodized-carabiner-8mm-65073


golf

know?DID YOU
40% of consumers who own promo products report that they 
have kept some for more than 10 years. 
According to a Global Ad Impressions Study 2020 Edition 
www.asicentral.com/research/ad-impressions-study/

61183
Golf Mesh Shoe Bag
Pg. 167

163

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/golf-mesh-shoe-bag-61183


A country club wanted to boost the number 

of fundraising events held at their golf course. 

Since most of these events included silent 

auctions, they decided to donate several 

Heathered Shoe Bag Golf Kits to every 

organization that booked an event with them. 

Organizers really appreciated the donation, and 

through word of mouth, the club booked several 

more fundraisers that season and saw bookings 

for the next summer increase dramatically.

case study

golfgolf

62561
Heathered Shoe 
Bag Golf Kit

items are perfect for:
• Nonprofit Organizations
• Government
• Investment Services
• Resorts and Bed-and-Breakfasts
• Civic Leagues
• Architect and Engineering Firms

Love this item?
Visit kooziegroup.com 
for details.
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https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/heathered-shoe-bag-golf-kit-62561
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60713
Titleist® Pro V1®  
Golf Ball Standard 
Service

The Pro V1® is the #1 golf ball 
on worldwide tours! Designed 
for serious golfers seeking 
tour-level golf ball performance 
and technology, it provides an 
exceptional combination of 
distance, consistent flight, and 
very soft feel. For more, see 60714 
(in house ) or 62531 (factory 
direct in US, half dozen).

Colors: White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 12

60719
Titleist® Pro V1x®  
Golf Ball Standard 
Service

Play like the pros! The Titleist® 
Pro V1x® is designed for  
players with the highest swing 
speeds and high lift launch 
conditions. For more, see item 
60720 (in-house).

Colors:  White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 12

62507
Titleist® TruFeel™  
Golf Ball Standard 
Service

Titleist® TruFeel™ is the softest 
Titleist golf ball re-designed 
for more distance than ever 
before and a thinner cover for 
low spin and excellent control 
around the green. For more, see 
80180 (Canada factory direct). 
For white ball, see 62508 (US in 
house).

Color:  White
Standard Decoration: 
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 12

Color: White
Standard Decoration: 
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: FREE
Minimum: 24

The Pro V1® is designed for 
serious golfers seeking tour-
level golf ball performance and 
technology. For 1 dozen version, 
please see 60714 (in house), 
60713 (factory direct in US) and 
80000 (factory direct in Canada).

62531
Titleist® Pro V1® 
Golf Ball Half Dozen 
Standard Service

golf

 

 

 

 

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/titleist-trufeel-golf-ball-standard-service-62507
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/titleist-pro-v1x-golf-ball-std-serv-60719
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/titleist-pro-v1-golf-ball-std-serv-60713
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/titleist-pro-v1-golf-ball-half-dozen-std-serv-62531
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60333
White Golf Ball

Need a quality printed 
logo at an economical 
price? Look no further!

Colors: White, Yellow
Standard Decoration:  
Pad Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 12

 

61181
Koozie® Golf  
Back Nine Kooler

This kooler has an insulated bag 
for drinks and multiple pockets 
for storing other items.

Color: Black
Standard Decoration: 
Heat Transfer
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 25

 

Colors: Black, Navy,  
Red, White
Standard Decoration: 
Embroidery
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $100(G)
Minimum: 50

This is the perfect towel to 
hang on your bag. Made of 
100% cotton velour, the metal 
grommet and hook provide an 
easy way to keep it at  
your fingertips. 

61170
Golf Tri-Fold Towel

Koozie® is a registered trademark of Koozie Group.

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/white-golf-ball-60333
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/koozie-golf-back-nine-kooler-61181
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/golf-tri-fold-towel-61170
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61183
Golf Mesh  
Shoe Bag

Keep your golf shoes in top shape 
with this shoe bag. The mesh 
side vents allow your shoes to 
air out between rounds, and the 
front zippered pocket provides 
extra storage.

Colors: Black, Green, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

61249
Hat Clip with  
Ball Marker

Why fumble in your pocket for 
your ball marker when you 
can keep it handy? Clip this to 
your hat, belt, or shirt, and the 
powerful magnet keeps the ball 
marker at your fingertips.

Colors: Antique Gold, 
Antique Silver
Standard Decoration: 
Laser Engrave
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 72

62335
Golf Club Brush  
with Ball Marker

Clip this multi-function tool to 
your bag and belt to be prepared 
on the course. This handy tool 
includes a retractable metal 
brush for cleaning golf clubs 
and a removable magnetic ball 
marker with optional britePix® 
imprint.

Colors:  White / Black
Standard Decoration: 
1-Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 50

Colors: Blue, Gray,  
Red, White
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

The design of this golf towel 
keeps the outside clean. Use  
the inner layer to clean your 
clubs; then dry them on the 
outside. Comes with a carabiner 
so you can easily hang it on  
your cart bag.

62514
Double Layer  
Golf Towel

 

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/hat-clip-with-ball-marker-61249
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/golf-club-brush-with-ball-marker-62335
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/golf-mesh-shoe-bag-61183
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/double-layer-golf-towel-62514
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61986
Poker Chip  
Ball Marker

Make sure to make your mark  
on the course with these bright 
and fun ball markers. With a 
variety of border colors these 
markers are sure to add color  
to every green.

Colors: Black, Citrus Green, 
Citrus Pink, Green, Light Blue, 
Natural, Orange, Red, Royal
Standard Decoration:  
Full Color
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 100

60281
Tees-N-Things  
Pouch

Clip this durable, roomy vinyl 
pouch to your golf bag so your 
accessories are close at hand 
when you need them.

Colors: Dark Green, Navy
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 150

62188
Gimme Pak

A tried-and-true golf promo 
that maximizes your brand 
exposure! This kit includes 5 
imprinted evolution tees, 2 
imprinted quarter marks and 
1 imprinted divot repair tool in 
an individual polybag. Great 
for tournaments, outings and 
course giveaways.

Color: White 
Ball Marker Colors:  
Assorted Colors, Black, Bright 
Green, Dark Blue, Dark Green, 
Orange, Red, White, Yellow
Divot Repair Tool Colors : 
Assorted Colors, Black, Bright 
Green, Dark Blue, Dark Green, 
Orange, Red, White, Yellow
Tee Colors: Assorted Colors, 
Black, Bright Green, Bright 
Orange, Bright Pink, Natural, 
White, Yellow 
Standard Decoration: 1-Color 
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G) 
Minimum: 250

Colors: Assorted Colors, Black, 
Dark Blue, Dark Green, Natural, 
Orange, Red, White, Yellow
Standard Decoration: 
Screen Print
Click Image for Pricing
Set-Up: $55(G)
Minimum: 3000

These hardworking tees provide 
whatever your game needs. 
Available in different lengths to 
give you the best advantage.

60484
2-3/4" Tees

60791
3-1/4" Tees

60484

60791

https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/tees-n-things-pouch-60281
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/gimme-pak-62188
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/poker-chip-ball-marker-61986
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/2-34-tees-60484
https://www.kooziegroup.com/US/3-14-tees-60791


NEW
Indicates anything NEW, including new 
products, colors or design features.

Exclusive
Exclusive items only available through
Koozie Group.

Laptop
Bags designed to hold and protect a laptop.

KG Factor
Identifies items designed to lessen 
environmental impact through longevity.

Pixaction
Items that offer an augmented  
reality option.

Tablet
Bags designed to hold and protect a tablet  
or e-reader.

goingreen®
Items made with recycled content or 
renewable resources.

Elevated Ink
Indicates Writing Instruments containing 
one of the following two types of 
elevated ink:

Bluetooth®

Identifies products that have been fully  
qualified and declared through the Bluetooth®  
Qualification Process.

FSC® 
FSC certification ensures that products  
come from responsibly managed forests  
that provide environmental, social, and 
economic benefits. 

 
   Ink Stream Technology™ is an upgraded  
   ink formula at no extra charge. Offers a  
   smooth, consistent write-out.

Qi Mark
The Qi Mark indicates to distributors, retailers and 
customers that the product uses all mandatory 
safety features, as well as features that are necessary 
to ensure compliance to the Qi standard, energy 
efficiency, and interoperability of wireless power 
transmitters and power receivers. Only products that 
have passed these tests can use the Qi logo and are 
considered “Qi certified.”

SFI® 
SFI certification ensures that products come 
from forests that are managed to protect 
water quality, biodiversity, wildlife habitat, 
species at risk, and forests with exceptional 
conservation value.

  
   InstaGlide® Hybrid Ink is a premium  
   smooth ink blend of gel and medium  
   point ballpoint ink, developed to ensure  
   a sophisticated writing experience.

UL Recognized Component Mark
Lithium battery is recognized under the UL 
Component Recognition Program. Lithium battery 
has passed UL 1642 testing.

Recycled Content Equivalent 
Recycled content equivalent to the  
number of plastic water bottles shown 
(based on a 16-ounce water bottle).

330° Laser Engrave Option
Maximize your message with our 330° Laser 
Engrave Option, available on select  
writing instruments.

UL Certification Mark
Identifies products that have passed the applicable 
UL testing standard and that are part of UL’s  
Follow-Up Service.

PrevaGuard™
Identifies products that contain an  
EPA-registered antimicrobial agent molded 
directly into the product. This helps protect 
the product itself by suppressing the growth 
of bacteria, molds, mildew and fungi, 
especially in high-moisture environments.

Hot Hours
The number shown indicates the number of 
hours a beverage container will remain hot 
based on quality testing.

UL Listed Mark
The UL Listed mark identifies products 
manufactured under UL’s Listing and  
Follow-Up Service.

Full Color
Items available with 4-Color Process 
imprinting, which allows you to print as 
many different colors as you want.

Cold Hours
The number shown indicates the number of 
hours a beverage container will remain cold 
based on quality testing.

FCC Declaration of Conformity / FCC label / FCC mark
A certification mark employed on electronic products 
manufactured or sold in the US which certifies that  
electromagnetic interference from the device is under 
limits approved by the FCC.

Guaranteed Inventory
Calendar items guaranteed to be in
stock through December 31 of the current
selling year.

Leak Resistant
Liquid will not leak out of product when  
it is in its intended upright position. 

ETL Listed Mark
The ETL Listed Mark indicates to distributors, 
retailers and customers that the product has been 
tested by Intertek and found in compliance with 
accepted national standards.

FREE Set-Up
Items with no set-up charge for  
standard decoration!

Can Icon
The number shown indicates the number of  
beverage cans a cooler can hold.

Free Shipping to US & CA
Indicates overseas items that ship for free to the US 
and Canada.

U.S.A. Proud
Indicates items manufactured in the U.S.A. 
of U.S. content, items manufactured in 
the U.S.A. of majority U.S. content, items 
assembled in the U.S.A. of less than 50% 
U.S. content, and items printed and bound 
in the U.S.A.

Bottle Icon
The number shown indicates the number of  
beverage bottles a cooler can hold.

Overseas Icon
Items that ship from one of our overseas partners.

Mix & Match
Mix & Match items allow you to mix and 
match the color of components to build an 
item that best complements your logo.

Cabin Friendly
Products that meet carry-on luggage limits 
of most major airlines.

24-Hour Service
Look for this icon at kooziegroup.com for items 
available with 24-hour service.

Checkpoint Friendly
Products with features that provide 
convenient access through most  
security checkpoints.

Icons shown below may appear in this catalog and 
are featured on product pages at kooziegroup.com.icon definitions
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